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Abstract

Technical advances in network communication systems (e.g. radio ac-
cess networks) combined with evolving concepts based on virtualization (e.g.
clouds), require new management algorithms in order to handle the increasing
complexity in the network behavior and variability in the network environ-
ment. Current network management operations are primarily centralized and
deterministic, and are carried out via automated scripts and manual inter-
ventions, which work for mid-sized and fairly static networks. The next gen-
eration of communication networks and systems will be of significantly larger
size and complexity, and will require scalable and autonomous management
algorithms in order to meet operational requirements on reliability, failure
resilience, and resource-efficiency.

A promising approach to address these challenges includes the develop-
ment of probabilistic management algorithms, following three main design
goals. The first goal relates to all aspects of scalability, ranging from efficient
usage of network resources to computational efficiency. The second goal re-
lates to adaptability in maintaining the models up-to-date for the purpose of
accurately reflecting the network state. The third goal relates to reliability in
the algorithm performance in the sense of improved performance predictabil-
ity and simplified algorithm control.

This thesis is about probabilistic approaches to fault management that fol-
low the concepts of probabilistic network management (PNM). An overview
of existing network management algorithms and methods in relation to PNM
is provided. The concepts of PNM and the implications of employing PNM-
algorithms are presented and discussed. Moreover, some of the practical dif-
ferences of using a probabilistic fault detection algorithm compared to a deter-
ministic method are investigated. Further, six probabilistic fault management
algorithms that implement different aspects of PNM are presented.

The algorithms are highly decentralized, adaptive and autonomous, and
cover several problem areas, such as probabilistic fault detection and control-
lable detection performance; distributed and decentralized change detection in
modeled link metrics; root-cause analysis in virtual overlays; event-correlation
and pattern mining in data logs; and, probabilistic failure diagnosis. The pro-
babilistic models (for a large part based on Bayesian parameter estimation)
are memory-efficient and can be used and re-used for multiple purposes, such
as performance monitoring, detection, and self-adjustment of the algorithm
behavior.

Keywords: probabilistic network management; probabilistic modeling; fault
management; fault detection; event-correlation; change detection.





Sammanfattning

Utvecklingen inom molnbaserade nätverksteknologier, sensornät, hetero-
gena radio-accessnät, samt den överlag ökande användningen av virtualise-
ringstekniker, sätter nya och höga krav på både hårdvaran och drifthante-
ringen i framtidens kommunikationsnätverk. De främsta utmaningarna gäller
storskalig och flexibel nätverkskontroll under extrema nätverksförhållanden,
vilket kräver effektiva och autonoma verktyg som kan hantera snabba till-
ståndsvariationer i nätet. Existerande metoder för övervakning och hantering
av kommunikationsnätverk är otillräckliga för att möta dessa krav, eftersom
styrning, kontroll och konfiguration av nätverksutrustning vanligtvis sker ma-
nuellt eller genom automatiserade skript. Ett lovande angreppssätt för att
utveckla effektiva verktyg kapabla att möta kraven på tillförlitlig, skalbar och
hanterbar nätverksdrift baseras på principerna för probabilistisk nätverkshan-
tering, s.k. probabilistic network management (PNM).

En PNM-algoritm följer huvudsakligen tre principer, varav den första
avser alla nivåer av skalbarhet, såsom decentralisering, effektiv användning
av nätverksresurser, samt beräkningskomplexitet. Den andra principen avser
förmågan att kontinuerligt reflektera tillståndet i nätverket korrekt genom
att autonomt anpassa modellerna relativt förändringar i nätverksmiljön. Den
tredje principen avser tillförlitlighet i modellerna för att minska graden av
osäkerhet i de observationer som görs av nätverkstillståndet, och sker genom
att en nätverksalgoritm anpassar beteende och operationer relativt prestan-
dakrav specificerade av nätverksoperatören eller användaren.

Denna doktorsavhandling kretsar kring probabilistiska felhanteringsalgo-
ritmer som följer ovanstående principer för probabilistisk nätverkshantering.
Ett kapitel sammanfattar den senaste utvecklingen av nätverksteknologier och
problemområden, följt av existerande metoder för probabilistisk nätverks- och
felhantering. I avhandlingen redogörs PNM-konceptet samt praktiska tillämp-
ningsaspekter som följer av att använda probabilistiska angreppssätt jämfört
med deterministiska algoritmer. Det senare exemplifieras i en första studie
av skillnaderna i prestanda mellan en probabilistisk feldetektionsalgoritm och
traditionell feldetektion. Vidare presenteras sex probabilistiska felhanterings-
algoritmer, vilka implementerar olika aspekter av PNM.

Algoritmerna är till hög grad konstruerade för decentraliserad, adaptiv
och autonom nätverksdrift och omfattar: probabilistisk feldetektion baserat
på adaptiva mätningar relativt observerat nätverkstillstånd och specificerad
detektionsprestanda; distribuerad och decentraliserad förändringsdetektion i
modellerade mätningar i nätet; rotorsaksanalys och felisolering i multipla vir-
tuella lager; korrelationsanalys av händelser i dataloggar; samt, probabilistisk
diagnostik. Den övergripande ansatsen baseras till stor del på minneseffektiva
Bayesianska modeller som under drift återanvänds för övervakning, detektion
och adaptiva mekanismer.

Nyckelord: probabilistisk nätverkshantering; probabilistiska modeller; fel-
hantering; feldetektion; korrelationsanalys; förändringsdetektion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Scope

The current development of different network technologies spans across several in-
teresting areas, driven by the close collaboration between the network research
community and telecom industry. Cloud computing and networking, for example,
is the concept of seamless integration and management of compute, storage and
network resources, needed for flexible handling of large-scale services and applica-
tions (Armbrust et al., 2010; Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2009; Dillon et al., 2010;
Zhang et al., 2010). Managing complex cloud systems is technically challenging,
and requires a wide range of advanced management algorithms and business mod-
els for dealing with e.g. inter-operability and security issues, service specifications,
resource provisioning, service quality, and failure resilience.

Virtualization and software-defined networking are enabling and supporting tech-
nologies for flexible management of cloud systems and network infrastructures. Vir-
tualization techniques allow for dynamic service deployment and implementation
of virtual network functions on generic hardware. The increasing degree of virtu-
alization has also lead to the development into new network controllers based on
programmability under the paradigm of software-defined networking (SDN) (Lantz
et al., 2010). Virtualization and SDN are complementary techniques that enable
significantly greater flexibility in the control of traffic flows and management of
more generic hardware and resources, compared to traditional network environ-
ments where the control is integrated with individual physical network devices
designed for a certain purpose.

Internet of Things (IoT) is the evolving concept of seamless integration of
communication entities or smart objects (such as mobile phones and other types of
equipment carrying sensors, actuators or radio frequency identification tags) into
information networks (Atzori et al., 2010). The increasing interest of the IoT-
concept within different domains (i.e. industry, healthcare and social networking)
drives the development of new applications, which requires network management
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

methods capable of handling the challenges related to inter-operability, adaptability,
scalability and security (Atzori et al., 2010; Miorandi et al., 2012).

Mobile and radio access technologies are other areas under rapid development
that require efficient means for managing heterogeneous network technologies and
standards, in order to handle the increased user mobility and keep the number of
disruptions in network access and connectivity to an absolute minimum (Andrews,
2013; Ghosh et al., 2012). In this context, one of the many interesting challenges
is automated configuration of radio and cellular equipment for ensuring efficient
resource usage and radio coverage (Hu et al., 2011).

These, and other technical advances in network communication, require revised
network management methods. Currently, the general network management ap-
proach is primarily centralized and deterministic, meaning that management ac-
tions and decisions are executed from a central point and based on strict limits,
thresholds and rules. In this setting, network devices and management algorithms
are usually configured based on detailed knowledge about the network behavior
combined with best practices. This approach has so far worked sufficiently well for
medium-sized networks operating under fairly static network conditions. However,
the development toward significantly more complex and large-scale networks imply
technical management challenges related to resource-efficiency and service quality
that cannot be sufficiently addressed by employing a centralized and deterministic
management paradigm. One reason is that deterministic management is sensitive
to variations and uncertainties in the network behavior and state - another reason
is that a centralized management setup is susceptible to single-point failures, and
does not scale well with increasing network sizes.

The next generation of communication networks will require efficient manage-
ment tools for large-scale control and coordination of network equipment and re-
sources, such that service guarantees to millions of users and clients can be fulfilled
satisfyingly. In practice, it means that network management solutions need to be
scalable and resource-efficient, and significantly more self-adaptive to variations in
the network environment. A fundamental step in addressing these challenges, is the
shift from a centralized and deterministic network management approach, toward
more decentralized management operations based on adaptive and probabilistic
models, that better can account for uncertainties and local network conditions.
Enhanced efficiency of a decentralized probabilistic management framework may
be achieved if the algorithms included also are designed to autonomously adapt in
line with high-level objectives and performance guarantees.

On this background, the subject of this thesis is probabilistic fault management
with focus on scalability, in terms of resource-efficient network management and
operations; adaptability, in the sense of accurate reflection of the network state and
behavior; and reliability, with respect to improved performance predictability and
algorithm control.
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1.2 Key Contributions

We define the probabilistic network management (PNM) concept and identify the
necessary properties of probabilistic algorithms needed to meet the management
challenges of future networks (Paper V). Essentially, a PNM-algorithm is based on
a probabilistic model; operates in an adaptive manner; and is controlled by proba-
bilistic guarantees or objectives. Practical differences and considerations between
probabilistic and deterministic algorithms are illustrated in a first study evaluating
different performance aspects of two types of probe-based monitoring algorithms
(Paper VII). In addition, an overview of existing network management approaches
based on probabilistic modeling is provided.

A major part of this thesis is focused on a set of six probabilistic fault manage-
ment algorithms that implement various aspects of the following design goals:

- scalability, with respect to decentralized or distributed operation, and effi-
ciency in network resource utilization and computations;

- adaptability, meaning the ability to update the probabilistic models to spatio-
temporally varying network conditions (e.g. topological changes, or behav-
ioral trends) in order to accurately reflect the network state and performance;

- reliability, in the sense that the algorithm behavior is autonomously adjusted
to meet specified high-level objectives and performance guarantees, for the
purposes of performance predictability and reduced configuration efforts.

The algorithms cover different functionality of the fault management cycle, includ-
ing data collecting and modeling of data sources such as probe measurements, event
logs and diagnostic input; detection of faults, changes and anomalies; isolation of
faulty network states, including localization, root-cause analysis and diagnostics;
and, recovery, here addressed in terms of reporting the analyzed network state.
More specifically, the following problem areas are addressed: failure diagnostics
(Paper I); event-correlation and pattern mining in data streams (Paper II); fault
detection with controllable detection performance (Paper III); change detection in
monitored link metrics (Paper IV); distributed root-cause analysis in virtual over-
lays (Paper VI); and, detection of performance degradations from end-to-end mea-
surements (Paper VIII). Three of the six algorithms carry out probe measurements
whereas the remaining algorithms operate on data from other sources.

Included algorithms implement memory-efficient parameter estimation methods
based on the method-of-moments (MoM) and Bayesian techniques. The proba-
bilistic models are used for multiple purposes, such as modeling of link metrics;
self-adjusting algorithm behavior; and detection of faults and changes.
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1.3 Thesis Outline

The remaining outline of the thesis is as follows: In Section 2, a literature survey
is provided, covering the challenges of future networks, probabilistic management
approaches, and existing fault management algorithms. Section 3 contains a presen-
tation of the PNM-paradigm, and an overview of the fault management algorithms
included in the thesis. Section 4 is a summary of included papers and contributions,
followed by concluding remarks in Section 5.



Chapter 2

Current Development

This chapter provides a brief overview of the current development of network man-
agement methods in relation to the probabilistic management paradigm and the
design goals described in Chapter 1. Current views on the challenges and require-
ments of future network management solutions relevant to probabilistic modeling
are presented, followed by an overview of existing algorithms that to a high degree
implement aspects of the probabilistic management paradigm. Finally, existing
fault management approaches are briefly assessed with comments on how the algo-
rithms relate to the PNM design goals.

2.1 Challenges and Requirements of Future Network
Management

Within the area of cloud computing and networking, Zhang et al. (2010) highlight
problem areas related to automated service provisioning, virtual machine (VM)
migration and server consolidation, as well as traffic management and analysis.
Automated service provisioning enables efficient resource allocation and simplified
configuration, and is a necessary component to enforce specified service level ob-
jectives (SLOs). Parts of resource management, as well as dynamic service config-
uration and fulfilment, are based on virtual machine migration which enables e.g.
load balancing across data centers. Moreover, the management of services requires
further development of tools for managing and analyzing traffic because of the in-
creasing scale and complexity of cloud infrastructures (which include computing,
storage and networking). Similarly, Dillon et al. (2010) highlight some requirements
relevant to cloud computing, such as on-demand self-service for instant service spec-
ification and deployment; broad network access for a variety of network equipment;
resource pooling and rapid elasticity, where resources and services are continuously
reconfigured across multiple providers and heterogeneous equipment; as well as
service measurements for usage monitoring across services and individual users.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. CURRENT DEVELOPMENT

In other areas such as IoT and heterogeneous radio access networks (HetNets),
similar challenges related to scalability, adaptability and reliability are also dis-
cussed. As described by Miorandi et al. (2012), the concept of IoT challenges tra-
ditional views on networking architectures, shifting the focus from point-to-point
communication to data generation, information processing and exchange. One of
the main challenges relates to different aspects of scalability (such as addressing
and network communication, information handling, service provisioning and man-
agement), which can partially be addressed through the means of self-organizing
management capabilities and autonomous mechanisms. The authors also mention
that services are currently designed in detail for each application, which therefore re-
quires further research on design patterns in order to achieve increased service flex-
ibility and adaptability. Within the HetNet paradigm, Andrews (2013) lists several
technical challenges and requirements, such as improved interference management
through resource allocation based on traffic patterns instead of static frequency
reuse; improved mobility robustness through handover optimization modeling in-
stead of using deterministic thresholds; and, better methods to cell associations by
the use of load and traffic models, instead of connecting to the base-station with
the strongest signal.

Essentially, we see from these examples several problems regarding flexible
network- and service-management, as well as demands for using more decentralized,
self-managing algorithms that can adapt almost in real-time to changing network
conditions. The following articles bring up requirements and possible approaches
for solving many of these problems, closely related to a decentralized and probabi-
listic management paradigm. For example, Pras et al. (2007) provide an overview
of the key research challenges and necessary properties of future network man-
agement solutions, such as new architectures capable of supporting autonomous,
cooperative in-network management algorithms, while preventing loopy control be-
havior. The authors identify that future network management systems need to
be capable of handling the scale and uncertainty in the networks, which suggests
that an increased use of more distributed and probabilistic management algorithms
is to be expected. Monitoring, for example, should according to the authors be
performed in a distributed manner, at minimum cost and in relevant parts of the
network while specified accuracy requirements and management objectives are met.
Somewhat differently, Kind et al. (2008) discuss a holistic management approach to
traffic analysis and monitoring based on adaptive and self-managing algorithms op-
erating in large, complex network- and service-infrastructures. The authors list the
key functions of an “awareness plane” necessary for providing accurate information
about the network operation. The authors also list challenges related to monitoring,
discussing the need for distributed processing algorithms that efficiently can process
traffic measurements with low communication overhead, and that are adaptive in
order to provide accurate and up-to-date estimates. Finally, Forell et al. (2011) dis-
cuss challenges and problems related more specifically to cloud management. The
authors emphasize the need for a distributed architecture for flexible and scalable
management methods that can handle the dynamic behavior in a cloud environ-
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ment. Important components for closed loop management include, according to
the authors, scalable and continuous online monitoring and analysis. The authors
also mention the necessary development of autonomic solutions, based on statisti-
cal learning and control theory for the purpose of achieving self-adaptive system
behavior relative to specified performance goals and policies.

The work in this thesis is in line with many of the aforementioned requirements
- namely, that network management algorithms operating under highly dynamic
network conditions need to be scalable, adaptive and reliable. Related work indi-
cate that implementing network management functions following a decentralized
and probabilistic paradigm is highly relevant and directly necessary, in order to
successfully meet the aforementioned requirements and cope with the management
challenges of current and future networked systems. In the next sections, examples
of promising probabilistic algorithms are discussed with respect to the design goals
under the probabilistic management paradigm.

2.2 Algorithms Implementing Probabilistic Management

In this section examples of management algorithms closely in line with the design
goals (see Chapters 1 and 3) are discussed. The algorithms exemplify different im-
portant aspects of a probabilistic and autonomous management system, and are fo-
cused on resource management and network monitoring. In general, the algorithms
either maintain a probabilistic model or operate on probabilistic input. Moreover,
the algorithms are to a high degree adaptive to changes in the network environment,
and may also self-adjust the algorithm behavior according to specified high-level ob-
jectives. In some cases, probabilistic performance guarantees can be derived from
the model used, which generally provides means for improved predictability and
controllability of the algorithm performance.

Resource Provisioning and Optimization

Gonçalves et al. (2012) propose a mathematical framework and an algorithm for
probabilistic dynamic resource provisioning in cloud systems, controlled by high-
level objectives and capable of adapting to observed load and user behavior. The
method is based on inferring the probability of deviation from nominal values of
workload time-series generated from Markovian processes satisfying the Large De-
viation Principle (LDP). Within this setting, the purpose is to estimate the link
capacity and the re-optimization frequency given probabilistic tolerances on link loss
and workload overflows. Moreover, Elmroth et al. (2011) discuss management solu-
tions for self-managing elastic cloud infrastructures, focused on predictive elasticity,
admission control and placement of VMs. The admission control and VM-placement
algorithm depend on estimated probability distributions of compute, storage, and
aggregated service workloads, as well as probabilistic SLA constraints related to e.g.
availability guarantees. Konstanteli et al. (2012) address the problem of allocating
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resources for application workflows (consisting of real-time services requiring CPU,
memory, network etc.) according to probabilistic guarantees on response-times and
resource availability. The method exploits prior knowledge about the actual re-
source usage, which improves the overall resource efficiency as more processes can
be scheduled on the same host.

The methods are designed to address dynamic resource provisioning given SLA
requirements specified as probabilistic guarantees, such that service elasticity can be
achieved. In the work by Gonçalves et al. (2012), the method used to estimate link
capacity is fully probabilistic, whereas in the other two examples an optimization
problem is solved given probabilistic input obtained from probabilistic performance
models (Elmroth et al. 2011; Konstanteli et al. 2012). Scalability aspects are in this
context generally addressed mainly in terms of reducing the overall computational
complexity in dedicated computing equipment. Keeping the solutions up to date
is achieved by using controllers or decision-making mechanisms that may trigger
re-optimization upon changes in the network environment (Elmroth et al. 2011;
Gonçalves et al. 2012; Konstanteli et al. 2012) (see also Murray et al. 2012). In
these examples, the obtained solutions are also guaranteed to meet various service
requirements and constraints (expressed as probabilities, fractions and deterministic
limits). The quality of such solutions is often a trade-off between computational
complexity and desired accuracy. With the increasing sizes of networked systems
it is not unlikely that parts of future resource management solutions will include
dynamic and decentralized resource provisioning in local parts of the infrastructure
for improved resource-efficiency and service quality.

Distributed Estimation and Random Sampling

Prieto and Stadler (2006) present a distributed tree-based algorithm capable of
estimating global metrics from in-network aggregates of local metrics across the
network, controlled by probabilistic specifications on the tolerable estimation error.
The aim is to optimize and compute local filters to minimize the communication
overhead between child and parent nodes such that the estimation error of the ag-
gregated metric at the root node does not exceed the specified limit. The local
filters are updated periodically or when a change in the metric is detected. Fur-
ther, Han et al. (2007) provide an adaptive algorithm for aggregation of min, max
and mean values within a hierarchical sensor node model, capable of adjusting to
probabilistic requirements on the query result. The authors address the problem of
determining the smallest set of sensors that fulfills the specified level of accuracy
in the monitoring process. The sampling rate, sample size and set of sensors used
for aggregation in a network region are determined dynamically, as well as the set
of regions used for aggregation, relative to specifications on the desired accuracy.
Cohen and Landau (2009) propose a decentralized resource-efficient probabilistic
approach to estimating the number of nodes affected by an event, by sampling a
small amount of reports sent from several network nodes toward one management
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node. The aim is to reduce the communication overhead and prevent message im-
plosion at single points in the network. This is achieved by randomizing the time
at which a report is sent from each node in combination with setting a limit on the
number of reports to receive at the management node. For a varying number of
affected nodes in the network, the algorithm produces predictable error estimates
with respect to the number of reports received. Finally, Brunner et al. (2009) out-
line a management framework where functions are probabilistically activated and
deactivated. Scalability is addressed in terms of distributed operation, low commu-
nication overhead in the network and reduced resource usage in managing nodes.
Management functions controlled by important performance goals can obtain more
running time by being activated more often with higher probability. The authors
present a fault detection algorithm based on the above concept which illustrates
the trade-off between the detection performance and activation probability.

These algorithms operate in a distributed and decentralized manner for im-
proved resource-efficiency in the network, which is here achieved by reducing the
number of message exchanges between the nodes (Cohen and Landau 2009; Han
et al. 2007; Prieto and Stadler 2006), and by varying the time of operation for
different functions in the managing network nodes (Brunner et al., 2009). In some
cases the models maintained by the algorithms are autonomously adjusted over
time - for example, the filter parameters used in Prieto and Stadler (2006) and the
set of estimate components described in Han et al. (2007) are updated when there
are changes in the monitored metric or in the network environment. Additionally,
the behavior of the algorithms adapts according to specified accuracy requirements
for increased reliability in algorithm performance and estimates (Brunner et al.
2009; Han et al. 2007; Prieto and Stadler 2006). The model proposed by Cohen
and Landau (2009) allows for deriving lower and upper bounds on the estimation
error relative to the number of reports received, demonstrating a high degree of
performance predictability in the results under different conditions.

Self-Organization and Network Monitoring
Zhu and Ni (2008) introduce a distributed algorithm for balancing the resource
consumption in sensor networks while meeting the requirements on detection prob-
ability and detection latency. The algorithm implements a cooperative behavior
between the sensors for determining the probabilistic level of sensor activity needed
for detecting an event under given detection quality specifications. Changes in the
network topology trigger re-calculations of the activity probability in the affected
sensors. Moreover, Rajagopal et al. (2008) suggest a distributed approach to fault
detection in sensor networks and local correlation statistics between neighbors. Un-
der the assumption that failed nodes exhibit lower correlation scores compared to
its neighbors, faulty sensor behavior can be detected. The energy consumption and
node density adapt in accordance with specified performance guarantees on the de-
tection delay and false alarm probability. For cloud-specific applications, Meng and
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Liu (2012) introduce the concept and key functional requirements of monitoring-
as-a-service (MaaS) in a cloud system, addressing problems related to adaptive
monitoring. The authors propose a resource aware topology planning method for
increased scalability in the sense of reduced communication overhead among the
monitoring nodes. Moreover, the authors address the trade-off between scalability
and uncertainty in the network by offering an algorithm for flexible monitoring,
capable of adjusting the measurement intensity in line with the specified perfor-
mance requirements on detecting threshold violations. A distributed algorithm for
reporting violations of local thresholds is introduced in the same paper, where the
authors employ a window-based filtering mechanism in order to reduce the number
of false alarms on local and global levels. An EM-algorithm is suggested for auto-
matically setting the window size and the thresholds, given a cost model and the
expected communication cost by running the algorithm. Further, Badonnel et al.
(2006) present a distributed self-organization method for identification of high-
connectivity node clusters and autonomous selection of managing nodes (or cluster
heads) in ad-hoc networks. A cluster component is formed by the set of neighboring
nodes that are connected for some percentage of time, such that spatio-temporally
connected cluster components contain nodes with high adjacency probability. A
K-means classification method is applied to the connectivity measurements limited
to the spatio-temporally connected nodes within a cluster for the selection of a
managing node. The approach allows for deriving probabilistic guarantees on the
proportion of managed nodes. Additionally, a mechanism for detecting abnormal
mobility behavior in a cluster is developed based on comparing the spatio-temporal
node connectivity between sliding time-windows.

The algorithms are designed to address different aspects of scalability and
resource-efficiency by distributed operation in the network, such that the energy-
consumption and the amount of management traffic are reduced (Badonnel et al.,
2006; Meng and Liu, 2012; Rajagopal et al., 2008; Zhu and Ni, 2008). Adapta-
tion and parameter updates are in these examples performed continuously in cy-
cles (Meng and Liu, 2012), or when topological changes (Zhu and Ni, 2008) and
abnormal behavior in the nodes (Badonnel et al., 2006; Rajagopal et al., 2008) have
been detected. The reliability aspect is in general addressed by adjusting different
parameter settings (e.g. sampling rate and sensor activities) to high-level require-
ments on the detection quality such as detection probability or accuracy (Meng and
Liu, 2012; Rajagopal et al., 2008), or tolerable level of false alarms (Zhu and Ni,
2008). In the case of Badonnel et al. (2006), the algorithm performance (i.e. the
proportion of managed nodes in the network) can be predicted at known confidence
levels observed through simulations.

2.3 Fault Management and Monitoring

This section provides an overview of general fault management and network mon-
itoring algorithms available in the existing literature. The related work include
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different methods for detection and isolation of faults and anomalies given network
measurements and statistics as input. The selected algorithms are centered around
probabilistic modeling and machine learning approaches. As the focus in this sec-
tion is mainly to provide an overview of existing fault management methods, the
degree to which these algorithms match the design goals (see Paper V or Chapter 3)
under the probabilistic management paradigm varies1.

Network Tomography

Network tomography includes a set of algorithms used for inferring link metrics
(such as link delays and loss) and network topologies from end-to-end probe mea-
surements. Derived link metrics can then be used for further analysis, such as
anomaly detection. For example, Duffield and Lo Presti (2000) provide a non-
parametric estimator for deriving the delay variance of individual links in multicast
trees, obtained by modeling and comparing end-to-end delays over common links
in a multicast measurement session. In a different approach by Duffield et al.
(2001), the authors outline a method for deriving link delays in a tree-topology
by discretized non-parametric modeling of unicast back-to-back measurements. In
their model, variable bin sizes are used at several levels to capture the link delay
distribution, from which the parameters of individual links can be derived via expec-
tation maximization (EM). Similarly, Tsang et al. (2003) employ a non-parametric
model to derive link delays in tree-topologies via unicast back-to-back packet pair
measurements. Here, a fixed number of bins is used and set equal to the num-
ber of measurements performed in order to model delay distributions. Individual
link delays are estimated using a modified EM-algorithm based on fast Fourier-
transforms. Lin et al. (2010) propose another method for deriving link delays in
multicast trees. In their method the parameters of exponentially distributed link
delays are estimated from the observed end-to-end delays between the root node
and the leaf nodes via the MoM. Similarly, Shih and Hero (2001) have developed
a bias-corrected MoM-estimator for the cumulative generating functions (CGFs) of
intermediate link delays. The authors employ a least-squares method for modeling
unicast end-to-end probe measurements in the given network topology. Final esti-
mates are obtained from the empirical averages of MoM-estimates within a sliding
time-window. The estimated CGFs can then be used for analysis of individual link
behavior and detection of bottlenecks by the use of probabilistic thresholds.

Zhang et al. (2005) present a two-step method for dynamic network anomogra-
phy for the purpose of identifying which origin-destination (OD)-flows contribute
to anomalies in observed link loads. The mathematical framework provided by

1Topics on more complex fault-handling or recovery actions (in addition to simple reporting
and triggering of alarms) are not covered in the following section, as such methods generally include
e.g. programmability and virtualization techniques which here are out of scope (see Chapter 3).
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the authors encompasses linear matrix transformations and several signal process-
ing techniques (e.g. time-frequency analysis and principal components analysis
(PCA)) and greedy algorithms (e.g. orthogonal matching pursuit) for filtering out
deviating link loads. The deviating link loads are used for identifying which OD-
flows should be selected for further diagnosis. Firooz and Roy (2010) employ a
compressed sensing method for estimation of link delays under the assumption that
the distribution of significant delays in the network is sparse. The compressed
sensing framework allows for designing a measurement matrix (i.e. the routes of
the probes) that fulfills the specified conditions on tolerable estimation error and
measurement costs. Moreover, Burch and Chase (2005) propose a method for es-
timating propagation and queueing delays per link by solving a linear system of
tunnel measurements obtained via one probing host. The estimates are obtained
by finding optimized solutions (via linear programming and least-squares methods)
under certain assumptions on propagation and queueing delays, and on the degree
of link delay asymmetry.

Cunha et al. (2009) extend a binary tomography method to blackhole identifica-
tion by adding mechanisms for failure confirmation and aggregation of observed loss
measurements, for the purpose of creating a reachability matrix after each probing
cycle. The failure confirmation step is based on solving an optimization problem
which gives the number of probes and intertransmission times needed to identify
a fault relative to a threshold on the tolerable detection error. The authors derive
probabilistic expressions and bounds for obtaining a consistent reachability matrix,
corresponding to different conditions under which failures are observed.

Finally, as an alternative to network tomography via active probe measure-
ments, Mao et al. (2005) present a method for passive inference of link loss in
sensor networks. Assuming that individual link loss follows a Bernoulli distribu-
tion, the authors estimate the loss probability using a sum-product message passing
algorithm in a factor graph representing observed binary link states within a cer-
tain time frame. Additional network tomography algorithms can be found in the
surveys by Coates et al. (2002) and Lawrence et al. (2006).

These methods often rely on a certain topology (Duffield et al., 2001; Tsang
et al., 2003) and on specific protocols (such as multicast) for performing measure-
ments (Duffield and Lo Presti, 2000; Lin et al., 2010). In practice, these require-
ments may be limiting with respect to the characteristics and measurement capa-
bilities of the networked system in which the algorithms can be deployed. However,
scalability issues and modeling are (for the most part) the main problems addressed
and relate here both to the probing approach (for reducing the communication
overhead; Cunha et al. 2009; Firooz and Roy 2010) as well as the computational
complexity in the analysis of obtained measurements (Lin et al., 2010; Mao et al.,
2005). Adaptability is to some degree addressed by the use of sliding windows
(e.g. Shih and Hero 2001). In some of the approaches, the reliability aspect is ad-
dressed in terms of probabilistic detection thresholds (Shih and Hero, 2001) and
probe planning, in order to minimize probing costs (Firooz and Roy, 2010) or to
meet specifications on the detection error (Cunha et al., 2009).
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Traffic Characterization and Anomaly Detection

An important part in network fault management is the processing and analysis of
data streams, which enables early detection of network performance degradations,
anomalies, and faults. This section contains several examples of common data
processing methods used for characterization of the network behavior and detection
of changes and anomalies.

Barford et al. (2002) apply wavelet analysis on Internet protocol (IP)-flows and
simple network management protocol (SNMP) measurements for the purpose of
characterizing network anomaly classes related to outages, flash crowds, attacks and
measurement failures. Anomalies can be detected by analyzing different levels of
time-frequency representations of the monitored signal relative to a deviation score,
computed from the combined variability of the high- and mid-frequency parts.

Thottan and Ji (2003) introduce a different signal processing method for de-
tecting changes in SNMP-management information base (MIB) variables via au-
toregressive modeling of time-series. Changes from the normally observed behavior
are detected by comparing adjacent time-windows via hypothesis testing by the use
of the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR). Somewhat differently, Lv et al. (2007)
use a combination of GLR and wavelet transforms applied to network traffic in
order to detect anomalies and failures. Under the assumption that segments of
network traffic within a time-window can be modeled as autoregressive processes,
the failure point can be detected and isolated based on hypothesis testing against
a GLR-threshold, followed by wavelet analysis applied to the deviating segment.

For multivariate input, a common approach to detection of deviating traffic
behavior is the subspace method involving e.g. PCA (Haykin, 1999), for the pur-
pose of separating normal and anomalous traffic patterns. Lakhina et al. (2004a)
employ the subspace method to detect and characterize anomalies in multivariate
time-series of OD-flow traffic in terms of byte counts, packet counts and IP-flow
counts. In a similar fashion, the authors Lakhina et al. (2004b) propose a method
for detecting volume anomalies in network-wide multivariate OD-flows, followed
by identification of the flow causing the anomaly. In both methods, the idea is
to decompose the flows and use the top principal components for reconstruction,
followed by measuring the residual between the original and reconstructed signals.
The detection threshold is determined by computing a test statistic together with a
specified percentile. Huang et al. (2007) outline a method for detection and identifi-
cation of network disruptions in which network-wide correlations in routing updates
are modeled. The authors use the PCA-subspace method for analyzing time-series
data from border gateway protocol (BGP) updates, by expressing the original data
as a linear sum of normal and anomalous terms, reconstructed from different sets of
the principal components. For detection purposes, a Q-statistic (Jackson and Mud-
holkar, 1979) is computed and used to test whether the norm of the anomalous term
exceeds a certain threshold.

Another approach includes modeling of network traffic flows in terms of sketch
data structures, where a hash function maps each flow to a certain sketch. For
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example, Li et al. (2006) suggest to model aggregates of IP-flows using sketches
for anomaly detection. For each network router, local histogram-sketches are con-
structed in order to model flow features, which in turn are used for the construc-
tion of global sketches representing the empirical distributions of each flow feature
across the network. Anomalies are detected via the PCA subspace-method us-
ing the computed entropies of the empirical distributions as input. For increased
detection confidence, the outcome of the subspace analysis is decided via voting.
Further, Schweller et al. (2004) make use of reversible hashing algorithms for the
purpose of isolating the set of keys mapped to deviating signals (e.g. IP-flows) of
the observed data stream. As the exact keys are not preserved when mapped into
sketches, the authors here try to infer the set of suspect keys by analyzing the heavy
bucket intersections in each hash table. Similarly, Krishnamurthy et al. (2003) use
a sketch-based model used for change detection. Sketches representing associated
network flows are constructed from a data stream. The current sketch is compared
to a forecast sketch computed from historical sketches. A change is detected if the
residual sketch crosses an internally computed threshold.

Other approaches to entropy-based anomaly detection has also been proposed
- for example, Wang et al. (2010a) employ a hierarchical model used for entropy-
time series analysis of monitoring data. Monitoring metrics are binned at each
component in the hierarchy and represented as a monitoring sample at each time
step. From the monitoring samples, global and local entropy-time series are cre-
ated and aggregated for further analysis and anomaly detection by the use of the
subspace method. Moreover, Wang et al. (2011) use a similar non-parametric sta-
tistical model but use hypothesis testing between distributions of discretized data
observed in time-windows in order to detect changes. Essentially, the similarity be-
tween the distributions is computed in terms of the relative entropy. As the number
of samples grows, the similarity measurements converge toward a chi-squared dis-
tribution. A fraction of the cumulative density function (CDF) of the chi-squared
distribution is used as a threshold for detecting deviations from the normal data,
and reflects the upper bound on the acceptable probability of false negatives.

Finally, some anomaly detection algorithms are developed under the assump-
tion that various aspects of multivariate network traffic can be characterized in
terms of mixture models following a certain probability distribution. An example
is the work by Guo et al. (2006) who apply a Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
for characterizing probabilistic correlations between network flow-intensities. For
the purpose of estimating the parameters of each model (or cluster), the authors
employ an online recursive variant of the EM. Once the model parameters are esti-
mated, a boundary in the Mahalanobis distance following a chi-squared distribution
is computed based on a coverage parameter, specified as the fraction of data points
enclosed in the cluster, and used for anomaly detection. The coverage parameter
basically specifies the acceptable probability for misclassification of a data point. A
data point is classified as anomalous whenever its probability density is lower than
the corresponding density of the boundary points. Hajji (2005) also present a finite
GMM for detecting anomalies in network traffic. Each variable of the observed net-
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work traffic is assumed to be generated from a weighted mixture of known regimes
related to the time of day. Similarly to Guo et al. (2006), model parameters are
estimated via an online-variant of the EM-algorithm. A baseline residual variable,
following a normal distribution with zero mean, is used to model the difference
between the estimated parameters of a component from one time-point to the next.
Changes are detected by observing the GLR of the baseline residuals (representing
normal conditions) given current and previous parameter estimates. Additionally,
an expression is derived for how the detection threshold can be automatically set
given an upper limit on the acceptable false alarm rate.

Addressing the scalability of data processing algorithms is essential for efficient
network management. The diversity and increasing size of the data produced in
the network from measurements and statistics, require computationally simple and
adaptive algorithms that can be easily configured without detailed knowledge of
the data stream. Many of the aforementioned methods are designed to reduce the
computational complexity of data stream analysis (Krishnamurthy et al., 2003; Lv
et al., 2007; Schweller et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2011), and are based on central-
ized, or possibly decentralized, processing. However, as the data volumes rapidly
increase, online distributed data processing will be fundamental in future manage-
ment systems to produce close to real-time results in a resource-efficient manner.
Hierarchical models and aggregation as described in Wang et al. (2010a) is one such
example of distributed analysis performed in the network with low communication
overhead. Adaptation of the model estimates produced by the processing algorithms
is also addressed in many of the papers, in terms of e.g. window-based techniques
and decay functions (Hajji, 2005; Thottan and Ji, 2003; Wang et al., 2011). Online
processing of data (as in Guo et al. 2006; Hajji 2005; Krishnamurthy et al. 2003;
Wang et al. 2010a) can further contribute to real-time adaptability, instead of fixed
interval processing of large data sets. Moreover, many of the papers include auto-
matic definition of thresholds and boundaries, specified as fractions or probabilities,
for simplified configuration and increased robustness in performance (Guo et al.,
2006; Huang et al., 2007; Lakhina et al., 2004b; Lv et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2011).

Event Correlation and Pattern Mining
Temporal and spatial event correlation and pattern mining are useful tools for log-
analysis and alarm-filtering purposes, and can also be used for detecting faulty
network states from baseline models as well. For example, Julisch (2001) applies
a heuristic clustering algorithm for alarm filtering and root-cause analysis. The
aim is to cluster similar alarms into general alarms. The problem of finding the
clusters that minimize the total average distance between similar alarms within
a cluster is NP-complete. For this reason, the authors apply attribute-oriented
induction (Heinonen and Mannila, 1996) in order to obtain an approximate solution.

Fu and Xu (2007) propose an algorithm for clustering failure events with respect
to temporal and spatial correlation, that can be used for failure prediction. Tem-
poral correlation between failure events at different time-scales is computed using
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a spherical covariance model. A probabilistic model is employed for clustering spa-
tially correlated failure events, and for analyzing the dependency between observed
types of failures and certain network nodes. Failure statistics for nodes within and
across clusters are aggregated in a hierarchical manner and used for failure predic-
tion on different levels (system-wide, cluster-level, and node-level). Moreover, Jiang
and Cybenko (2004) investigate several approaches to modeling spatio-temporally
correlated observations of distributed events mapped to various attack scenarios.
Identification of temporal correlations is formulated as a target tracking problem
and modeled using Kalman-filters or hidden Markov models (HMMs) for continuous
and discrete cases, whereas spatial correlations are modeled as Bayesian networks.
The authors suggest a joint probabilistic correlation framework for modeling both
temporally and spatially correlated events from multiple observation spaces, for the
purpose of detecting the most likely attack scenario given the observations.

Ye (2000) uses a discrete-time first order Markov chain model for discovering the
temporal profile of normal behavior observed from audit data logs. The observed
short-term behavior of the system is analyzed and tested probabilistically against
the learned long-term normal profile in order to detect anomalous behavior and
intrusion attempts. A probabilistic expression is derived for testing how well the
observed sequence matches the learned Markov model - if the support is below a
certain probabilistic threshold an intrusion has been detected. Similarly, Yaman-
ishi and Maruyama (2005) apply an on-line algorithm for detecting symptoms of
failures and for discovering sequential alarm patterns in syslogs. The behavior of
the syslog time-series data is modeled as a mixture of HMMs and the parameters
are estimated via EM. The number of mixture components and the estimated pa-
rameters are dynamically adjusted over time, which keeps the model up-to-date
under varying conditions. Anomalies are detected by the use of a universal test
statistic based on Shannon information - the detection threshold is optimized rel-
ative to the histogram of observed scores. Khreich et al. (2009) evaluate a model
of multiple HMMs for detecting anomalies in system calls to the operating system
kernel. The authors address the problem of improving the detection performance
when estimating the parameters for multiple HMMs in the case when the exact
number of hidden states is unknown. The idea is to learn several HMMs (via EM)
with different number of hidden states, and identify the models that best discrim-
inate between anomalous and normal states. The model selection is performed by
fusing the HMM classification responses in the receiver operating characteristics
(ROC) space, followed by selecting the HMMs that maximize the area under the
ROC curve (AUC).

The use of event correlation and pattern mining methods is mainly to identify
and model the relation between cause and effect (i.e. network states and fail-
ures) (Julisch, 2001), and to recover underlying source models that can explain a
certain system behavior (Ye, 2000). However, the computational complexity in-
creases with the data size and the number of model parameters, which makes many
existing approaches practically limited for large-scale analysis. Scalability issues
can be addressed by the use of more distributed methods - for example, Tasoulis
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and Vrahatis (2004) and Bhaduri and Srivastava (2009) suggest methods for dis-
tributed clustering and a local distributed EM-algorithm for data mining purposes
in peer-to-peer networks, respectively. From the adaptability perspective, the sys-
tem behavior and failure patterns can often be assumed to be more or less static,
but in the cases where there is a certain degree of drift, on-line learning and adaptive
mechanisms can be applied, as described for example in Yamanishi and Maruyama
(2005) and Khreich et al. (2009). From a reliability perspective, the algorithms
generally require relatively detailed knowledge about the domain and understand-
ing of the relation between a certain configuration and the result (e.g. Julisch 2001;
Yamanishi and Maruyama 2005). New infrastructures, protocols and applications
will lead to increasingly complex models of the system behavior, and therefore the
development toward more or less zero-configuration methods will be of increasing
importance in order to reduce configuration efforts and management costs.

Fault Localization and Diagnosis
A common method to fault isolation is hypothesis updating, performed via e.g. in-
cremental selection of the most informative measurements given a set of symptoms,
that effectively can be used to verify or identify a certain fault or network state with
low communication overhead. For example, Rish et al. (2005) provide a model for
real-time diagnosis where the most informative measurements (or probes) are incre-
mentally selected under the current failure hypothesis, such that the fault mapped
to the observed network state can be identified with as few probes as possible. The
next probe in the test sequence is selected based on an information-theoretic frame-
work given the outcome of previous probes. The most likely diagnosis is found
through probabilistic inference in a Bayesian network in terms of the maximum
probable explanation (MPE), and is obtained via local approximation for reducing
the computational complexity. Similarly, Steinder and Sethi (2004) perform incre-
mental hypothesis updating using a probabilistic symptom-fault map expressing
the causal relation between a fault and observable symptoms. Differently from the
aforementioned model, the most probable set of faults are incrementally isolated
to a set of hypotheses (ranked by a goodness of fit function) as symptoms arrive,
instead of actively sending probes. In an earlier work by Steinder and Sethi (2002),
identification of the most likely cause of a detected network state is performed by
the use of a layered belief network model, encoding the mapping between possible
failures and services or network functions. The authors investigate several approx-
imation approaches for finding the MPE, such as bucket elimination and Bayesian
inference techniques.

Tang et al. (2005) propose a combination of passive and active methods for iso-
lating faults via probing, involving heuristic fault-reasoning and fidelity measure-
ments for the purpose of decision making and evaluation of which faults contribute
the most to observed symptoms. The localization process is terminated when a
satisfactory hypothesis has been found according to a probabilistic decision thresh-
old. The hypothesis is confirmed by performing a minimum-cost set of actions that
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verify the existence of the symptoms. A somewhat different approach to anomaly
detection and localization is suggested by Barford et al. (2009). Anomalies are here
breaches against service level agreements (SLAs) on link performance (loss, jitter,
delay). Probes are actively injected on selected paths based on certain counters in
order to reduce the link load caused by probing. Localization of a fault is performed
by narrowing down the set of suspected paths, selected for additional probing in
order to isolate the origin of the anomaly. Determination of which paths to probe
is formulated as the minimum set cover problem, and is solved using heuristics.

For localization of faults, Kandula et al. (2005) provide a method for isolating
a set of failed links to a specific group of logical entities at the IP-layer. Failure
probabilities, as well as the correlation between failed links and the logical groups,
are modeled using a Bayesian network. The authors use a fast approximation
algorithm for inferring a diagnosis in polynomial time, under the assumption that an
event is a subset of the most probable failures, thereby reducing the problem space.
Finally, Kompella et al. (2007) outline a method for detection and localization
of silent faults, appearing from the interaction between the multiprotocol label
switching (MPLS) and IP layers. Failure detection is performed by observing the
losses of injected probes between OD-pairs within a specified time-window. Fault
localization is based on the spatial correlation between OD-pairs sharing common
link segments. The aim is to identify multiple failures and their causes from the
observations, by iterative partitioning of the network links associated with the
largest set of observations.

As observed from these examples, resource-efficiency is mainly addressed by re-
ducing the number of probes and steps needed to reach a diagnosis (e.g Barford
et al. 2009; Rish et al. 2005; Steinder and Sethi 2004; Tang et al. 2005). Addition-
ally, different approximation approaches for inferring diagnoses from the observed
symptoms are employed to reduce the computational complexity (Kandula et al.,
2005; Rish et al., 2005; Steinder and Sethi, 2002). From an adaptability perspec-
tive, continuous updating of the models due to structural changes over time are
generally not addressed as the set of faults, as well as the dependency relations
between observations and failures, are assumed to be fixed. Initiating diagnostic
tools currently requires significant configuration efforts based on expert knowledge
of the domain, but would be simplified by adaptively learn the structure from data
over time in a varying system. Moreover, noise and inconsistencies in the obser-
vations are often taken into account in these models, for the purpose of increasing
the robustness in obtained hypotheses (Kandula et al., 2005; Kompella et al., 2007;
Rish et al., 2005; Steinder and Sethi, 2004). Inconsistency-handling in combination
with incremental hypothesis updating (as in Rish et al. 2005; Steinder and Sethi
2004) that terminates in line with a probabilistic confidence threshold (Tang et al.,
2005) can further increase the reliability in obtained diagnoses.



Chapter 3

General Approach and Problem
Areas Addressed

This chapter describes probabilistic fault management, the general principles of
PNM, the problem areas addressed, and modeling aspects of the algorithms included
in this thesis. The purpose is to set context and provide necessary preliminaries
and motivations behind the algorithm designs, in addition to included papers. A
summary of the included papers is provided in Chapter 4, and further details of
each algorithm are provided in the papers appended to this thesis.

3.1 Scope and Design Principles of Probabilistic Fault
Management

The main functions of network fault management are to provide resilience to net-
work failures, to enable and support proactivity against performance degradations,
and to provide accurate information about the network state. The term fault man-
agement here refers to the cycle of:

• data collecting and modeling, given input from various network monitoring
tools and logs;

• detection of network faults, changes, and anomalies;

• isolation, meaning fault localization, diagnosis, and root-cause analysis;

• recovery, performed manually or through automatic recovery actions triggered
by alarms or other types of signals.

Data collecting and modeling encompasses processing and probabilistic modeling
of measurements, log data, and other types of input from manual or automatic
readings of the network state. Detection is the process of finding faults, changes,
or anomalies in monitored equipment, based on observing the network behavior in
relation to baseline models representing the current regime or normal conditions.

19
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Here, a fault is an unplanned event or state that appears in the network as an effect
of physically or logically malfunctioning network entities; a change is an abrupt
or gradual transition from an observed behavioral trend to another (caused by
e.g. a performance degradation); an anomaly is a deviation from a baseline model
representing normal system behavior. Isolation refers to the processes of finding and
explaining the origin of the detected fault, change or anomaly. More specifically,
localization is the process of pin-pointing the fault-location to any hardware or
software in the network (such as a link or node on a monitored path). A localized
fault or a faulty network state may be classified through diagnosis, or may be further
analyzed with root-cause analysis explaining the origin of the faulty condition, e.g.
through event correlation and identification of common alarm patterns. Recovery
actions include reporting about the network state as well as signaling to other parts
of the network for the purpose of triggering relevant management actions, such as
reconfiguration or optimization of available resources.

Detection

IsolationRecovery

Data collecting 

and modeling

Figure 3.1: Summary of the fault management cycle.

The largest contribution of this thesis consists of a set of fault management
algorithms addressing decentralized (or distributed) detection of network connec-
tivity faults (Paper III and VII), performance degradations and changes (Paper
IV and VIII), as well as incremental diagnosis (Paper I) and event correlation (Pa-
per II and VI). Each algorithm covers different parts of the fault management cycle,
with emphasis on data collecting and modeling, detection and isolation (Figure 3.1).
Recovery actions are within the scope of external signaling for automated or manual
correction of the problem.
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Principles of Probabilistic Network Management
The algorithms are designed in line with the principles of the PNM-paradigm,
targeting scalability, adaptability and reliability. More specifically, we define in this
thesis the concept of the PNM-paradigm (Paper V), where such algorithms

• are based on probabilistic modeling of the network states, in terms of para-
metric and non-parametric models of varying complexity;

• allow for probabilistic input and output, being probabilities or parameters of
a probability distribution;

• can autonomously adapt the algorithm behavior and adjust models relative
to observed variations in the network environment;

• can be configured by high-level performance specifications, expressed as de-
terministic or probabilistic performance objectives, limits or guarantees.

• may operate in a distributed or decentralized manner.

The first property is inherent to all PNM-algorithms, whereas the remaining prop-
erties are optional depending on the application. Probabilistic modeling of network
states includes, for example, the parameter estimation of a simple distribution or
more complex models such as mixtures (Bishop, 2007).

A probabilistic input or output here refers to, for example, a conditional proba-
bility of observing a probe response after a series of lost probes; a fraction of a CDF;
or, simply the parameters of a probability distribution, such as mean and variance.
Whereas deterministic limits are strict (and related directly to e.g. the number
of lost probe responses, bandwidth, timeouts, etc.), the idea of using probabilistic
input or output is the possibility to express and reflect uncertainty about the net-
work state. Uncertainty can be expressed through probabilistic thresholds, limits,
or guarantees, or by specifying a prior distribution over the model parameters to
be estimated. Partial or prior knowledge about the system can thus be accounted
for in the algorithm behavior or model, allowing for more accurate or reasonable
results when the network observations are few or insufficient.

A PNM-algorithm is typically designed to autonomously adapt in line with high-
level goals, specified by both deterministic and probabilistic input. The algorithm
can for example vary the number of measurements performed in order to achieve
tolerable levels of uncertainty or estimation error. Essentially, planned network
performance or management objectives can be better reflected by deterministic and
probabilistic high-level goals, compared to micro-managing the low-level parameters
of the algorithm. In addition to simplified algorithm configuration, such high-level
objectives contribute to improved performance reliability and predictability, as well
as to increased robustness to noise.

Finally, a PNM-algorithm operates mainly in a decentralized or distributed
manner for the purposes of scalability, robustness, resilience and accuracy, achieved
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by modeling the locally observed network behavior. The scope of the decentralized
operation depends on how well the modeling or analysis can be divided between
network nodes, and the computational capacity of the nodes in the network. In
addition, the degree of assumed or known statistical independence between observed
network states, events, measurements or equipment also contributes to the level of
decentralization possible to achieve.

Compared to current, highly centralized and deterministic network management
approaches, the decentralized PNM-paradigm offers autonomous, resource-efficient
and robust management methods that are configurable in terms of high-level perfor-
mance objectives, which altogether contributes to reduced management costs. The
drawbacks are in the scope of less strict control over managed devices and network
equipment; no hard guarantees on the accuracy of measurements and observations;
and occasionally, suboptimal solutions to management problems. These side-effects
follow from the introduction of uncertainty and decentralized operation. Neverthe-
less - the next generation of networked systems requires management solutions that
support flexible operation of network infrastructures and services. To ensure ser-
vice quality, network management actions need to be dynamically executed within
extremely short time-scales (i.e. milliseconds and seconds). Employment of the
deterministic management paradigm will not, under such conditions, provide the
operator with self-managing and automated processes at the level needed to ensure
service quality at low management costs. For these reasons, it is rather likely that
we will observe a paradigm shift toward a less exact but, in the overall perspective,
more cost-effective and robust approach to network management in line with the
PNM-concepts.

Further discussions about these aspects and the PNM-paradigm can be found
in Paper V. An investigation about some of the practical differences between using
a probabilistic fault detection algorithm compared to deterministic monitoring is
presented in Paper VII.

Addressing Scalability, Adaptability, and Reliability
The design goals of scalability, adaptability and reliability cover many of the prob-
lems common to different challenges of network management (see Chapters 1 and
2). The algorithms included in this thesis map to different aspects of these goals -
in general, they are designed for distributed or decentralized operation and are self-
adjusting in order to produce reliable results under changing network conditions.

More specifically, scalability is here addressed mainly in terms of reducing the
link load as well as the computational demands. The algorithms are intended to run
either in a distributed (Paper III, IV, VI and VII) or decentralized manner (Paper
I, II and VIII), which contributes to efficient usage of resources in the network,
deployment flexibility, and accuracy in the produced output from the models with
respect to local network conditions and temporal changes. The use of self-adjusting
probing intervals in Paper III, IV and VII, reduces the overall probing traffic in the
network, as the probing intervals adapt to local link conditions. Additionally, the
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probabilistic models used for network monitoring (Paper III, IV, VII, and VIII) are
here based on a limited set of simple counters, which allows for obtaining parameter
estimates at a very low computational cost.

Many of the algorithms include a mechanism for gradual adaptation to new data,
which is used to address the temporal aspect of adaptability (see Section 1.2). In
Paper IV, VII and VIII, the parameter estimates are gradually adjusted such that
recent probe measurements have stronger influence on the estimates than older
measurements (see Section 3.2). Similarly, the parameters of the data model used
for incremental diagnosis (Paper I) are gradually updated as new symptoms or
states are observed.

The reliability goal is addressed by designing the algorithms such that high-level
objectives are used to express the desired performance of the algorithm, instead of
directly controlling its low-level parameters. In the case of incremental diagnosis
(Paper I), the length of each query-session adapts to the input and the desired
confidence in the obtained hypothesis. In Paper III, the fault detection algorithm
continues to probe a suspected node until a probabilistic level of the acceptable
false alarm rate has been reached. Moreover, the probing algorithms in Paper III,
IV and VII, autonomously adjust the probing intervals relative to locally observed
link delays and a probabilistic threshold. This simplifies configuration as the value
of the probabilistic parameter can be applied to the entire network while local
network conditions are taken into account.

3.2 Data Collecting and Modeling

From a modeling perspective the fault management algorithms in this thesis can be
divided into two categories. In the first category of algorithms, probe measurements
are used as input to the probabilistic models. A probe is a test packet (such as the
Internet control message protocol (ICMP); Postel 1981) sent between nodes in the
network for the purpose of testing the availability of a certain network equipment
or measuring the quality of the connection1. In the second category of algorithms,
measurements, logs, observed symptoms or states, are modeled and obtained by
request either manually or automatically, in a passive or active manner. For exam-
ple, data may be obtained from active measurements (Rish et al., 2005) or manual
input (as in Paper I) and used for diagnosis, or may be retrieved from logs for event
correlation (such as in Paper II and VI).

The remainder of this section covers the general approach for modeling probe
measurements used in Paper III, IV, V, VII and VIII. Modeling aspects related to
Paper I, II and VI are covered in Sections 3.6-3.8.

1In Paper III and VII the term heartbeat probing or monitoring refers to frequent signaling as
in sending e.g. probe packets, but should not be confused with the "heartbeat monitoring"-method,
in which a central node collects frequent signals from network devices (Sterritt, 2003).
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Modeling Link Metrics From Probe Measurements

For the purpose of modeling link metrics such as delay and loss from probe mea-
surements, we here estimate the parameters of Gamma and Bernoulli distributions,
respectively. Estimating the parameters of a certain probability distribution is in
many cases a memory-efficient way to model observed stochastic behaviors, but re-
quires analysis and prior knowledge of the data in order to select a matching proba-
bility density function. A non-parametric model may allow for relaxed assumptions
about the underlying distribution (and may therefore be an attractive modeling al-
ternative in some applications), but instead the number of free parameters needed
to accurately model the observed behavior needs to be decided (e.g. Haykin 1999).
From this perspective, parametric models can in some cases be estimated with less
memory and computational capacity in comparison with non-parametric modeling,
which is advantageous especially when resource-efficiency is of high importance in
various types of network equipment.

It is assumed that the link delay modeled here includes propagation and queuing
delays, as well as other processing times. Previous studies (e.g. Choi and Limb
1999; Hernandez and Magafia 2007; Kalman and Girod 2004; Mukherjee 1992)
indicate that the Gamma distribution (often used for modeling queuing delays)
can be used for modeling different types of delay at different network levels. For
modeling of link delays, the Gamma parameters, scale α and shape β, are estimated
via MoM (Bishop, 2007; Gut, 2009; Jaynes, 2003), based on the first s1 = E(X)
and second s2 = E(X2) moments of measured delay xj ∈ X (Kumar, 2006):

α = s2 − s2
1

s1
, β = s2

1
s2 − s2

1
(3.1)

There are a number of alternative ways to estimate the parameters, involving e.g.
numerical integration (Damsleth, 1975; Miller, 1980) or Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampling (Pradhan and Kundu, 2011). These methods generally pro-
vide more accurate estimates (compared to MoM that for example is sensitive to
outliers), but are computationally more demanding. The MoM-approach is here
used as a trade-off between accuracy and computational requirements, which al-
lows for algorithm deployment on a wider range of network equipment with varying
computational limitations (such as sensors).

We define link loss as the fraction of missed probe responses relative to the
amount of sent probes. Lost probe responses usually appear from transmission
disturbances (causing damaged packets) and traffic congestion (such that packets
are dropped due to buffer overflows). A basic and common approach to modeling
link loss is based on estimating the success rate parameter of the Bernoulli distri-
bution (e.g. Fragouli and Markopoulou 2005; Gaeta et al. 2003; Yajnik et al. 1999;
Yang et al. 2001) from observed probe responses. Bernoulli-distributed link loss
can be assumed under the condition that the probes are not temporally correlated
and do not have significant impact on the link load (Bolot, 1993; Yajnik et al.,
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1999). In practice, these requirements are fulfilled if the delay between the probes
is sufficiently long, which is here assumed.

The link loss PD is here modeled in terms of estimating the λ-parameter of the
Bernoulli distribution, such that PD = 1 − λ. The maximum likelihood estimate
(MLE) of λ corresponds to the average number of successes of n observed probe
responses xj ∈ {0, 1} (Bishop, 2007):

λ = 1
n

n∑
j=1

xj (3.2)

Further details regarding how the delay and loss models have been applied can be
found in Paper III, IV, VII, and VIII. In the next section, modified estimators used
for adaptive learning are presented.

Adaptation to New Data
In practice, the network behavior tends to drift over time due to various changes
in the network environment, such as shifting traffic patterns, maintenance, varying
user behavior, new applications and software, etc. For the purpose of maintaining
accurate models, additional mechanisms are needed that can put more trust to
recent measurements while older data points are gradually forgotten. Common ap-
proaches for adapting estimates to new observations include the application of decay
functions on a set of observations or measurements in a sample window (Cohen and
Strauss, 2006; Hajji, 2005), aggregation within fixed (Datar et al., 2002) and vari-
able window sizes (Bifet and Gavaldà, 2007), exclusion (Gençata and Mukherjee,
2003) or replacement of expiring data points (Dasu et al., 2009).
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Figure 3.2: Overlapping estimates.

In the probing algorithms described in Paper IV, VII and VIII, the parameter
estimates are adjusted via overlapping estimators. The approach is inspired from
Bayesian estimation techniques and is based on using information from previous
estimates as prior input to each new overlapping estimator, Θk. In general, the
overlapping estimators are configured by two parameters, related to the number of
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samples N in each estimator, and the number of samples P included in the prior
input from one estimator to the next (Figure 3.2).

Adaptation of the Gamma parameters scale α and shape β is performed by
updating the moments s1 and s2 in Equation 3.1 similar to an m-estimate (Mitchell,
1997), where the prior estimate is weighted in terms of w samples (usually set w = 1)
relative to the current number n of observed delay measurements xj :

s
(i)
1 =

∑n
j xj + ws

(i−1)
1

n+ w
, s

(i)
2 =

∑n
j (xj)2 + ws

(i−1)
2

n+ w
, (3.3)

The impact of older observations is thus reduced exponentially, which is similar
to controlling the importance of each observation in accordance with some decay
function (Cohen and Strauss, 2006). In comparison with explicitly using a decay
function, overlapping estimators are computationally simpler to use and do not
require storage of samples - instead, the memory utilization scales with the number
of counters needed for computing the parameter estimates.

In the case of link loss estimation, the success rate parameter λ of the Bernoulli
distribution is updated via a Bayesian estimator, obtained by using the Beta distri-
bution with parameters (a∗, b∗) as a conjugate prior (Bishop, 2007) distribution over
the λ(i). Given that E(X) = 1

n

∑n
j=1 xj , and a = a∗+nE(X), b = b∗+n−nE(X)

(e.g. Lee 2004) and that E(λ(i)) = a
a+b and w = b∗

(1−λ(i−1)) , the success rate can be
updated as follows:

E(λ(i)) = nE(X) + wλ(i−1)

n+ w
, (3.4)

The Bayesian model for updating the link loss estimators was used in Paper VII and
VIII. A similar approach of using conjugate priors for adjusting the models to new
data has also been used for the purpose of incremental diagnosis, described further
in Section 3.6 and Paper I.

Autonomous Adjustment of Probing Intervals
The algorithms described in Paper III and IV are based on adaptive probing in-
tervals, meaning that the delay between each probe adjusts to the measured link
delays. The probing interval is controlled by a fraction τ of the CDF computed
from the estimated Gamma distribution P (x;α, β):

F (∆x) =
∫ ∆x

0
P (x)dx = 1

Γ(β)γ(β, ∆x
α

), (3.5)

where γ is the lower incomplete Gamma function (Bishop, 2007). The CDF here
indicates at which delay ∆x the fraction τ of all probe responses has been observed
(Figure 3.3). The probing interval is set given a fraction of the inverted CDF

cτF
−1
cdf (τ) (3.6)
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Figure 3.3: An example of the selection of adaptive probing intervals based on the
fraction τ (dotted line) of the Gamma CDF of observed link delay.

and a multiplier cτ , which can be used to further control the time-scale of the
interval. This parameter can also be regarded as a “cost” of sending a probe.
However, the meaning of cτ as being a cost parameter is a matter of interpretation,
and does not directly reflect an expense that in this sense should account for the
observed resource availability and usage in the network.

The advantage of autonomous and adaptive probing intervals was demonstrated
in Paper VII - the study show that the resource usage can be significantly reduced,
compared to when ordinary monitoring methods with fixed probing intervals are
used (e.g. Andersen et al. 2001; Postel 1981).

3.3 Change Detection Using Overlapping Estimators

A change is a deviation from the currently observed behavior or trend, and can be
positive (e.g. reduced link load) or negative (e.g. increased link loss). Changes
may appear as direct effects of local failures, or may be symptoms of faults in
remote parts of the network. Apart from being an important tool to proactively
manage faults and performance degradations, change detection is also relevant for
resource management in e.g. cloud infrastructures, as it can be used for initiating
re-allocation of compute, storage, and network resources (Murray et al., 2012).

Changes are detected by measuring the symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence
(KLD) (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) between the current and previous overlapping
estimates Θi,Θj (see Section 3.2), followed by comparing the divergence against
the threshold η:

D(Θi||Θj) = DKL(Θi||Θj) +DKL(Θj ||Θi) > η (3.7)

The expressions for the asymmetric KLD of the estimated Gamma and Bernoulli
parameters Θ = (α, β) and λ, respectively, are shown in Equation 3.8 (e.g. Kwitt
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Figure 3.4: Example of change detection in the estimated link delay and the observed
KLD when using overlapping estimators.

and Uhl 2008) and Equation 3.9 (e.g. Roychowdhury and Khurshid 2011). In this
case, it is not necessary to differentiate the direction of changes between the over-
lapping estimates, and therefore the symmetric KLD is used for change detection.

DKL(Θi||Θj) = ψ(βi)(βi − βj)− βi +

log Γ(βj)
Γ(βi)

+ βj log αj
αi

+ αiβi
αj

. (3.8)

DKL(λi||λj) = λi log λi
λj

+ (1− λi) log 1− λi
1− λj

(3.9)

Alternative methods for detecting changes in the parameter estimates include
e.g. likelihood ratio tests (Hajji, 2005; Neyman and Pearson, 1933; Thottan and
Ji, 2003), Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Chen and Gopalakrishnan, 1998;
Liu and Yang, 2011; Schwarz, 1978), or moving average methods (Basseville and
Nikiforov, 1993). The KLD is practically useful for measuring the degree of dissim-
ilarity between estimated parameters, since closed form expressions exist for many
continuous and discrete distributions. Moreover, it provides a robust estimate of
the relative information loss between two distributions, based on the expected log-
likelihood ratio (Eguchi and Copas, 2006).

Further details about the change detection algorithm and how it has been used
can be found in Paper IV and VIII. An example of how changes in the estimated
link delay are detected is shown in Figure 3.4.
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3.4 Distributed Fault Detection with Controllable Rate of
False Alarms

In the context of detecting connectivity problems between nodes, simple probing
algorithms are mainly configured in terms of a probing interval and a detection
threshold related to the number of consecutively lost probe responses (Hofstede
et al., 2011; ITU-T Rec. Y.1731, 2008; Postel, 1981). Deterministic monitoring al-
gorithms operating in line with strict limits or thresholds exhibit several drawbacks,
such as unpredictable detection performance, false alarms, resource inefficiency (e.g.
caused by frequent probing), and sensitivity to varying network conditions. In Pa-
per III and VII, a probabilistic and self-adjusting algorithm for distributed fault
detection and localization is presented.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of performance predictability between a probabilistic (solid)
and deterministic (dotted) monitoring algorithm for varying parameters ψ, τ of the pro-
babilistic algorithm, and probing interval δ (time units) and detection threshold φ (i.e.
number of lost probes) of the deterministic algorithm. The example shows that the pro-
babilistic algorithm performs with higher predictability in the false positives rate than the
deterministic algorithm under varying conditions (see Paper VII and V).

The approach is based on modeling the link delay P (x) and loss PD as Gamma
and Bernoulli distributions, respectively, as described in Section 3.2. The mea-
surements are performed in a distributed manner via probing between the nodes
in the network. The algorithm takes as input the parameters of the probing inter-
val and the detection threshold, and operates under two types of probing intervals
controlled by two parameter sets, τ, cτ and θ, cθ (see Section 3.2). The first set of
parameters corresponds to longer probing intervals used during normal operation
when no symptoms of faults have appeared, whereas the second set is mapped to
significantly shorter intervals in order to verify a suspected fault (i.e. a connectivity
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problem). The use of two probing schemes can further reduce the link load induced
by probing traffic, in addition to the autonomous adjustment of the interval - a
similar approach was used by Andersen et al. (2001), but with fixed probing inter-
vals. Moreover, the detection threshold is indirectly controlled by ψ, reflecting the
acceptable rate of false alarms observed on a link.

For the purpose of detecting a fault, it is assumed that the probability of ob-
serving a probe response R∆x within delay ∆x can be computed from the joint
probability distributions of observed link delay and loss (Equation 3.10). Assum-
ing that probe responses are statistically independent, the detection mechanism is
based on the probability of not observing a probe response given a set of already
sent probes ∆x = {∆x(1),∆x(2), . . . ,∆x(n)} (Equation 3.11).

P (R∆x) = (1− PD)
∫ ∆x

0
P (x;α∗, β∗)dx (3.10)

P (¬R|∆x) =
n∏
i

(
1− P (R(i)

∆x)
)
< ψ (3.11)

A fault is detected when the probability in Equation 3.11 has reached below ψ.
When a fault has been detected toward a node, the problem is isolated to a link or
node failure, based on collaborative fault localization between the neighbors of the
suspected node.

The actual number of lost probe responses needed for detection adjusts relative
to ψ and the observed link behavior. An example of the performance predictability
is shown in Figure 3.5, where the observed amount of false alarms on one link well
matches the acceptable false alarm rate ψ. In practice this means, for example,
that a high degree of link loss or a small value on ψ will require more probes before
a fault with certainty can be concluded. Self-adjusting probing behavior (in terms
of probing intervals and detection) offers several advantages over strict parameter
settings, such as overall reduction in bandwidth usage, increased robustness to false
alarms, and improved performance controllability.

Details of the distributed fault detection and localization method can be found in
Paper III. An investigation of the practical differences between this fault detection
algorithm and a deterministic probing algorithm was presented in Paper VII.

3.5 Localizing Performance Degradations from End-to-End
Measurements

Communication networks contain passive, traffic-forwarding devices (such as net-
work switches) and significantly fewer measurement endpoints capable of perform-
ing various management actions. The level to which monitoring can be performed in
passive parts of the network, depends on the availability and topological placement
of dedicated and expensive probing equipment. The general strategy for increas-
ing the observability in the network is to derive individual link metrics based on
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comparisons of probe measurements traversing common paths, and is referred to
as network tomography (Coates et al., 2002).

In many of the existing network tomography methods (see also Section 2.3),
multicast tree measurements are used for modeling of link delay and loss (Cáceres
et al., 1999; Coates et al., 2002; Duffield and Lo Presti, 2000; Lin et al., 2010). As
multicast protocols are rarely used in practice, a wide range of unicast-based prob-
ing approaches to modeling of link metrics exists as well (Burch and Chase, 2005;
Coates and Nowak, 2000; Duffield et al., 2001; Tsang et al., 2001). The decentral-
ized fault localization algorithm in Paper VIII, transmits simple unicast end-to-end
loopback messages for probabilistic modeling of link delay and loss. Compared
to many of the aforementioned approaches, the method is simple, adaptive, and
memory-efficient, as only counters for obtaining MoM-estimates are needed. From
the end-to-end measurements, changes in delay and loss can be directly localized to
an individual link on the monitored path, based on the change detection approach
outlined in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
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Figure 3.6: A probe test performed between active MEPs, consisting of successively
incremented probes (one way or round-trip) over passive MIPs.

The link delay and loss models in Paper VIII are based on input from incremen-
tal unicast probes on a monitored path. Segments Yi =

∑i
j=1Xj on the monitored

path consisting of Xi (i = 1 . . . n) links are successively measured, either via a hop-
by-hop probes or a probe burst (Figure 3.6). The probing strategy partially depends
on the available OAM tools offered by the network protocol. The degree to which
the measurements are consistent affects the quality of the estimates, and depends
on the probing strategy and the measurement conditions. A forwarded hop-by-hop
probe naturally keeps the successive measurements consistent toward the endpoint
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of the monitored path, whereas the measurement consistency in a probe burst de-
pends on the level of stationarity during the measurement session. The probing
strategy and the measurement conditions, together with the statistical modeling
assumptions related to a certain link metric, have influence on how the parameters
for individual link segments are estimated. For these reasons, two models in the
case of link delay addressing stationary and non-stationary measurement conditions
are proposed:

E(Xi) = E(Yi)− E(Yi−1) (3.12)
V ar(Xi) = V ar(Yi) + V ar(Yi−1)− 2Cov(Yi, Yi−1) (3.13)
V ar(Xi) = V ar(Yi)− V ar(Yi−1) (3.14)

The first link delay model (Equation 3.13) accounts for covariance, as it is assumed
that the successive measurements are statistically dependent and consistent, which
implies stationary measurement conditions if probe bursts are used. In the second
link delay model (Equation 3.14), it is assumed that the measurements are statisti-
cally independent. This model is used when the successive link delay measurements
are obtained via probe bursts under non-stationary measurement conditions. For
both models, the mean is derived as in Equation 3.12.

Under the condition that link loss follows a Bernoulli distribution (see Sec-
tion 3.2), it is assumed that the measurements are statistically independent and
that a probe response from one hop to the other is conditionally independent from
the previous successful outcomes. Provided that Y Di =

∏i
j=1X

D
j , the loss for one

individual link XD
i can thus be estimated directly from:

E(XD
i ) = E(Y Di )

E(Y Di−1)
(3.15)

From the estimated mean and variance, the moments for each individual link are
derived and plugged into Equation 3.3 and 3.4 in Section 3.2. The final estimates
of link delay and loss are then used for detection and localization of performance
degradations as described in Section 3.3.

The algorithm is a cost-efficient alternative to monitoring of passive network
equipment, as it is flexible to topology changes and can be combined with existing
operations, administration and management (OAM) tools. Further details about
the method can be found in Paper VIII, where different aspects of the measurement
conditions are also discussed.

3.6 Incremental Diagnosis of Network States

Efficient diagnosis of network states can be done via active probing, which means
that classification of a network state is performed by incrementally sending probes
that are the most informative given previous probe outcomes. For example, Rish
et al. encode the relation between network states and probe types in a Bayesian
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network, and propose a method for selecting the next probe given an information
theoretic metric that represents the highest information gain. In this respect, the
overall approach to incremental diagnosis in Paper I is somewhat similar to the work
by Rish et al. (2005), but incorporates mechanisms for autonomously updating the
model parameters as real cases are observed.

The data consist of vectors of attribute values representing a network state or
observed symptoms, and are divided into prototypes and cases. A prototype vector
is an archetypical representation of a network state consisting of attribute values
known a priori when the system is put into operation, whereas a case vector consists
of real observations of the attribute values. An attribute represents the state of
a network aspect or entity, such as connectivity or measured link metrics. The
attribute values are either discrete or continuous. The attribute vectors encode
combinations of measurements and observations and the relation between them,
similar to states reached within tree-based troubleshooting schemes. However, in
the incremental diagnosis system the relation between different combinations of
attribute values is modeled by the use of a hierarchical probabilistic model. Over
time, the diagnostic system will autonomously adjust the model parameters in
order to put more trust into observed cases compared to prototypical data, which
is a significantly more cost-efficient alternative to altering tree-based or rule-based
troubleshooting schemes.

Probability distributions are represented as hierarchical graph mixtures (Gill-
blad, 2008), meaning that the final diagnosis is a weighted combination of naïve
Bayes classifiers for each prototype under the assumption that all attributes are
statistically independent. The aim is to incrementally find the diagnosis with max-
imum probability given a set of attribute values xi and the distribution of classes
Z. The probability of observing a certain class given a set of attributes is here
formulated as:

p(Z|X) ∝
∑
z∈Z

p(Z = z)
∑
k∈Pz

(
πz,k

n∏
i=1

pz,k(xi|Z = z)
)

(3.16)

where Pz is the set of prototypes that are labelled with class z, and πz,k denotes
the mixing proportion corresponding to prototype k for class z. Throughout the
diagnostic session, the next attribute value is incrementally selected with respect
to the already known attribute values and the highest information gain, expressed
as the highest conditional mutual information between the class distribution and
the remaining unknown attribute values.

Each data class is updated as new cases arrive, in proportion to how likely it is
that the case x was generated from the parameters Θ of a specific class:

p(Θ|x) =
πΘ
∏n
i=1 pz,Θ(xi|Z = z)∑

j πj
∏n
i=1 pz,Θ(xj |Z = z)

(3.17)

The trust to prototypes relative to the observation of new cases is weighted through
a parameter ζ similar to the w parameter in the overlapping estimates described in
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Section 3.2. Differently to the w parameter, ζ is here usually set larger than one.
The parameters of the data classes are updated via Bayesian estimators obtained
by the use of conjugate priors. In the discrete and continuous cases, the multi-Beta
and Wishart-Gaussian distributions are used, respectively (Gillblad, 2008).

The method has been successfully evaluated on real-world data for troubleshoot-
ing of vehicles (Paper I), but can just as well be used for diagnosing the state in
networks and network devices. The algorithm efficiently produces a diagnosis within
very few troubleshooting steps, and does not require explicit updates (as in rule-
based systems) in the case of drifting representation of symptoms or states over
time (compared to e.g. rule-based diagnostic systems). Additionally, the method
is robust to noisy or inconsistent input. Further details and preliminaries of the
incremental diagnosis model can be found in the work by Gillblad (2008) and Holst
(1997), in addition to Paper I.

3.7 Sequential Pattern Mining in Event Logs

Automatic discovery of patterns in data logs is an important part in fault manage-
ment, and can be used for e.g. detection of anomalous behavior in the network, or
for explaining the order of events which leads to a certain state in the network or
network device. Common approaches to data log analysis and pattern mining in
data streams include different variants of Markov modeling, such as simple Markov
chains (Jha et al., 2001; Ye, 2000) and HMMs (Hoang and Hu, 2004; Khreich et al.,
2009). Alternatively, data can be modeled as mixtures of Markov models, where the
data stream is assumed to be an interleaved sequence of symbols generated from
several hidden source models. Markov mixture models have been employed for web-
related applications, such as anomaly detection in web traffic (Song et al., 2009),
and clustering of web-user behavior (Liu et al., 2004). In general, EM-algorithms
are used for estimating the model parameters of the underlying sources that are
usually assumed to be non-identical (Figure 3.7).

An alternative approach to parameter estimation under the assumption of iden-
tical sources is presented in Paper II. The aim is to estimate the selection and tran-
sition probabilities from the interleaved sequence of symbols (representing events,
network states, etc.) such that the hidden source models can be recovered. In the
general case, given K sources and their transition matrix Ak(xn−1, xn) describing
the transition from a state xn−1 to xn, the probability of observing a state can be
formulated as in Equation 3.18, where π represents the source selection probability
and e(xn) is the steady-state emission probability of xn. Assuming identical sources
and uniform source selection probability πk = π = 1/K (meaning that the next
symbol will be drawn from any of the sources with equal probability at step n),
Equation 3.18 can be further reduced into Equation 3.19.

P (xn|xn−1) =
∑
k

π2
kA(xn−1, xn) +

∑
k

∑
l 6=k

πkπle(xn) (3.18)

A+(xn−1, xn) = πA(xn−1, xn) + (1− π)e(xn) (3.19)
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Figure 3.7: A model consisting of K Markov sources and a source selection mecha-
nism. The sources that produced each symbol in an observed sequence are unknown
and are to be recovered.

The recovery of the underlying transition matrix A+(xi, xj) can in the case of
identical sources be obtained through maximum-likelihood estimates of pij (i.e.
transition probabilities). In practice, this allows for counting the observed state
transitions i → j directly from the data sequence. For a more robust estimate of
pij , the parameters are computed as the posterior expectation of Pij based on a
Bayesian estimator, where the Hyper-Dirichlet distribution is assumed as a con-
jugate prior distribution for the parameters. The most likely number of identical
sources generating a sequence can be predicted by finding the K that maximizes
the expression in Equation 3.20.

arg max
K

= P (K)P (x|K). (3.20)

Provided that the sources can be assumed identical, the parameter estimation
is fast as only simple counter updates are needed. The method could therefore
be favorably applied to real-time processing of data streams, compared to more
computationally complex methods based on for example the EM-algorithm (Liu
et al., 2004; Song et al., 2009). Further details and preliminaries about the approach
are presented in Paper II.
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3.8 Root-Cause Analysis in Virtual Overlays

Faults detected within a virtual overlay are not necessarily isolated to the layer
itself, but may be symptoms of a problem in some other level of the overlay stack.
Fault management tools applied to virtual network overlays therefore need to be
capable of analyzing the complex relations between faults, anomalies and other
events that occur in the stack of virtual overlays. Different approaches addressing
event-correlation across overlays already exist, but these are often centralized (Ap-
pleby et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2010b) or require expensive dedicated aggregation
equipment (Tang et al., 2007).
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Figure 3.8: An overview of the algorithm for spatio-temporal correlation within
and across overlays as described in Paper VI.
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The algorithm for correlating spatio-temporally relevant events in Paper VI op-
erates in a distributed manner in stacked virtual overlays, where each overlay relies
on and is configured based on the network capabilities of the underlay2. It is as-
sumed that all nodes store historical events within a specified time-window. An
event is a reported alarm triggered by e.g. fault and change detection mechanisms
as described in Paper III and IV. An overview of the algorithm is shown in Fig-
ure 3.8. When an event has occurred in a node, the protocol collects all events
during the time period measured from when the network was working (from the
detecting node perspective) until the current event. The protocol operates top
down, and collects all temporally relevant events in the current layer, and transfers
the set of events to the underlay, together with the time-window parameters and
the spatially relevant endpoint nodes of the overlay. The underlay is aware of the
topological mapping toward the overlay, and maps the overlay to the nodes in its
own topology. The process continues either until no additional events are found
within the time-window or until the physical layer has been reached. When the
aggregation process has ended, further analysis is performed where the events are
spatio-temporally sorted with respect to the assumption that problems in the lower
layer cause a symptom in the upper layer3. Through this analysis, the chain of
events relevant to the triggering event can be isolated and used in probabilistic
modeling for the purpose of classification or diagnosis of network state patterns
(see e.g. Paper II and Section 3.6). Additionally, the protocol accounts for relative
time differences that may appear in networks without a central solution for time
synchronization between the nodes, such as network time protocol (NTP) (Mills,
1991). An example is ad-hoc networks (Munaretto et al., 2004), including virtual
layers on top of a wireless or cellular infrastructure (Hoebeke et al., 2006). Relative
time differences can be estimated by using the methods in the work by e.g. Römer
(2001) and Solis et al. (2007).

The distributed operation makes the algorithm flexible to changes in the topol-
ogy and cost-efficient, as no dedicated aggregating network equipment is required.
The lack of a probabilistic model currently makes the event-correlation analysis
sensitive to the parameter settings of the algorithm. However, this could be com-
pensated for by modeling observed event-patterns over time. Further details and
evaluation of the event-correlation algorithm can be found in Paper VI.

2This algorithm deviates from the definition of PNM-algorithms, as it does not maintain a
probabilistic model. The current method is a first step toward an extended approach where the
aggregated data may be used as input to a probabilistic model.

3This assumption may be somewhat simplifying in practice but is reasonable as higher layers
usually are affected by events in the underlying layers (see also e.g. Steinder and Sethi 2002).
Higher-order correlations and other more complex relations can be modeled via e.g. pseudo-causal
graphs (Mahimkar et al., 2009) or clusters (Wang et al., 2010b).





Chapter 4

Summary of Included Papers

4.1 Included Papers

Paper I: Fault-Tolerant Incremental Diagnosis with Limited
Historical Data

D. Gillblad, R. Steinert and A. Holst, “Fault-Tolerant Incremental Diagnosis with
Limited Historical Data”. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Prog-
nostics and Health Management (PHM), Denver, CO, USA, 6-9 October, 2008.

A Bayesian approach to incremental diagnosis is presented. The diagnostic
system is trained from prototypical and case-based vectors, which represent sets
of continuous and discrete attributes for each diagnose based on prior knowledge
and real observations. Compared to rule-based methods, where structures of trou-
bleshooting knowledge are built up and restructured for new cases (at additional
management costs), the proposed system is capable of automatically adjusting to
new cases as they arrive. This means that the diagnostic system initially puts
more trust into the prototypes (as there usually are very few or no case vectors)
when finding a diagnosis. Over time, the parameters of the statistical model are
gradually updated to reflect new observed real cases. During a diagnostic session,
the system incrementally guides the user to provide the value of the most infor-
mative attribute (measuring the information gain after each step), which reduces
the number of troubleshooting steps compared to providing input to all attribute
values. The system can compensate for noisy or inconsistent attribute input, by
computing the likelihood of observing a certain attribute value in combination with
other inputs obtained during the diagnostic session.

The method has been evaluated on both continuous and discrete valued at-
tributes, by the use of one synthetically generated dataset and three real datasets.
The synthetic dataset was used for classifying different types of animals. The two
first real datasets were used for diagnosing mechanical faults in military vehicles,
whereas the third real dataset was extracted from the evaporation stage of a paper
mill. The results indicate that between 80% and 99% of the diagnoses are correctly
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classified at a noise level of 20%, and that the use of inconsistency-checks in general
can improve the classification rate.

Overall contribution: The diagnostic system is flexible and cost-efficient - the
model is self-adjusting to new cases and can provide accurate diagnoses in very few
troubleshooting steps. Moreover, the method includes mechanisms for improved
robustness against noise.

My contribution: I edited the paper in collaboration with Daniel Gillblad and
Anders Holst, and performed the experiments and analysis for the evaluation of the
method under the supervision of Daniel Gillblad.

Paper II: Estimating the Parameters of Randomly Interleaved
Markov Models

D. Gillblad, R. Steinert and D. Ferreira, “Estimating the Parameters of Randomly
Interleaved Markov Models”. In IEEE International Conference on Data Mining
Workshops (ICDMW), Miami, FL, USA, 6 December, 2009.

In this paper, the problem of estimating the transition probabilities of hidden
underlying sources from a sequence of observed symbols is addressed. It is assumed
that a sequence of symbols is generated as a mixture of K sources of underlying
Markov models. The symbols of the sequence are unlabelled, meaning that the
source from which a particular symbol was drawn is unknown. In the context of
network management, each symbol may here be a reported event in an alarm log.
In the special case of identical sources studied in the paper, the method proposed is
computationally simple in the sense that the hidden sources can be estimated from
counting the appearance of each symbol in the sequence. In addition, the method
includes means for predicting the number of sources needed for maximal estimation
accuracy. The results produced from synthetically generated data indicate that
the transition matrix can be successfully reproduced, and that the accuracy can
be increased when observing longer symbol sequences. The algorithm was also
evaluated on a real dataset with the aim of discovering the behavior of a technical
support process. The dataset consists of seven different symbols that represent
the states within a support issue. In the experiment, three sources were used for
successful recovery of the underlying transition matrix, given a support issue from
a sequence of 3127 symbols representing a total of 1211 issues.

Overall contribution: Under the assumption of identical sources, the method
can be used to recover the underlying sources based on Bayesian parameter estima-
tion. The model has been evaluated using data from a different domain, but can be
applied to network data streams in a similar fashion for the purpose of discovering
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processes and event patterns. The method is fast (scaling linearly with the sequence
length), which makes it applicable for analytic network management tasks where
large amounts of data need to be processed fast and efficiently.

My contribution: In collaboration with Daniel Gillblad and Diogo Ferreira, I
contributed in the editing efforts of the paper. Moreover, I performed the exper-
iments and analysis in Section IV.A of the paper under the supervision of Daniel
Gillblad.

Paper III: Towards Distributed and Adaptive Detection and
Localisation of Network Faults
R. Steinert and D. Gillblad, “Towards Distributed and Adaptive Detection and Lo-
calisation of Network Faults”. In Proceedings of the Sixth Advanced International
Conference Telecommunications (AICT), IARIA, Barcelona, Spain, 9-15 May, 2010.

We present a probabilistic probing algorithm for distributed detection and lo-
calization of network faults. The algorithm is designed to be configured by pro-
babilistic parameters related to the probing delay and detection accuracy. The
algorithm autonomously adapts in line with the probabilistic parameters and the
observed link behavior. Link delay and loss are modeled via parameter estimation
from observed measurements. The statistical models are used for controlling the
local probing interval and the detection threshold. A detected fault is isolated to
a node or link by collaborative fault localization. The algorithm performance was
evaluated in synthetic and real network topologies under varying settings of the
algorithm parameters and different failure conditions. The simulation results indi-
cate that more than 95% of the generated faults can be detected with only very few
false alarms. The localization rate was at least 80% for the link faults and 65% for
the node faults. The synthetic and real-world topologies that were used in the ex-
periments consisted of a small set of single connections, which influenced negatively
on the localization rate for node faults. With the possibility of sending algorithm
control messages over alternative paths, the localization rate of node faults can be
improved.

Overall contribution: The fault detection approach is fully distributed and
based on probabilistic modeling of local network measurements. The method offers
increased performance controllability, specified in terms of the acceptable rate of
false alarms for one link. It is a clear example of a distributed, resource-efficient,
and autonomous PNM-algorithm, capable of adjusting its probing behavior to local
network conditions and specified performance goals.

My contribution: I wrote the paper under the supervision of Daniel Gillblad. I
implemented the algorithm, and performed the evaluation experiments and analysis
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of the method. The practical details of the distributed localization scheme was
refined by me. The use of moments for estimating the parameters was a joint
decision based on studies of related work.

Paper IV: Long-Term Adaptation and Distributed Detection of
Local Network Changes

R. Steinert and D. Gillblad, “Long-Term Adaptation and Distributed Detection of
Local Network Changes”. In IEEE Global Telecommunications Conference (GLOBE-
COM), Miami, FL, USA, 6-10 December, 2010.

A statistical approach to distributed detection of local latency shifts in net-
worked systems is presented in this paper. Similar to Paper III, link delay mea-
surements are performed between neighboring nodes via probing, and modeled by
estimating the parameters of a Gamma distribution via MoM. Adaptation to drift-
ing delays is accounted for by the use of overlapping estimators, such that the
previous estimates are partially used as input to the next model. Shifts in the link
delay can be detected by comparing the estimated parameters of the current and
previous models by the use of the symmetric KLD. The detection is bounded by
an upper and lower divergence threshold for the purpose of reducing the number
of alarms that may appear during the development of a change. The method is
memory-efficient as only a small set of counters are used for estimating the pa-
rameters of the probability distribution without the need of storing samples. In
addition, the method is flexible in the sense that it can be applied to other suit-
able statistical distributions if necessary (see also Paper VIII). The algorithm was
evaluated in the OMNeT++ network simulator using synthetically generated link
delays and under varying change detection conditions. In this setting, over 90%
of the shifts were detected. A change may sometimes go undetected as a result of
overlapping shifts. To which degree changes developing under different time-scales
can be detected is controlled by the algorithm parameters.

Overall contribution: Based on overlapping estimators, the distributed moni-
toring algorithm is capable of self-adjusting to local link variations, and can report
gradual or abrupt changes relative to the current regime. This work is one step
further toward a more adaptive monitoring algorithm than the one described in
Paper III.

My contribution: I wrote the paper under the supervision of Daniel Gillblad.
I implemented the algorithm, and performed the evaluation experiments and ana-
lysis of the method. Further, the expression for updating the overlapping moment
estimators for the Gamma parameters was formulated by me.
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Paper V: Toward Decentralized Probabilistic Management
A. G. Prieto, D. Gillblad, R. Steinert and A. Miron, “Toward Decentralized Pro-
babilistic Management”. In IEEE Communications Magazine, vol. 49, no. 7, pages
80-96, July, 2011.

In this paper we argue that the adoption of a decentralized and probabilistic
paradigm is crucial for meeting the management challenges of future networks, such
as scalability, robustness and adaptability. We define the concept of probabilistic
management and discuss the potential advantages and disadvantages of employing
probabilistic approaches from a management perspective. As examples of the pro-
babilistic management paradigm, we present three algorithms used for real-time
monitoring and anomaly detection. The advantages of a decentralized probabilistic
paradigm can be summarized in terms of increased resource-efficiency, configura-
bility, and performance predictability. As effects of the introduction of uncertainty,
the potential drawbacks include less exact control of the network devices and over
the behavior of the management algorithms, and sometimes, suboptimal solutions
to management problems.

Overall contribution: A first definition of the PNM-paradigm with focus on
in-network management, as well as an introduction to the concept of designing
algorithms that adapt the behavior relative to high-level objectives and observed
measurements.

My contribution: I participated in close collaboration with Daniel Gillblad and
the other co-authors in defining the concepts of PNM and in identifying the im-
plications of employing PNM-algorithms. I contributed to the editing efforts of
the paper, and wrote the Section “A Probabilistic Anomaly Detection Algorithm”
(based on Paper III and IV).

Paper VI: A Distributed Spatio-Temporal Event Correlation
Protocol for Multi-Layer Virtual Networks
R. Steinert, S. Gestrelius and D. Gillblad, “A Distributed Spatio-Temporal Event
Correlation Protocol for Multi-Layer Virtual Networks”. In IEEE Global Telecom-
munications Conference (GLOBECOM), Houston, TX, USA, 5-9 December, 2011.

From the Paper III and IV, we take a step toward detection, localization and
diagnosis in virtual overlays, by designing a distributed spatio-temporal event corre-
lation protocol for multi-layer networks. In Paper VI, we present a cross-layer pro-
tocol designed for distributed operation capable of compensating for asynchronous
timestamps. It is assumed that events in one layer may arise from a series of
events in lower layers. The detecting virtual node triggers aggregation of all spatio-
temporally relevant events within a time-window, specified by the time of normal
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operation and the detected event. Spatially related events in one layer are aggre-
gated using a gossip-like protocol. The set of aggregated events in one layer is
disseminated to lower layers and used for temporal correlation in order to find a
root cause. We have tested the scalability and the performance of the distributed
event protocol, using both synthetically generated and real-world topologies. The
performance of the algorithm, in terms of the average match between synthetically
generated and spatio-temporally correlated events, is sensitive to the rate of gen-
erated events and amount of historic data available. Moreover, the results indicate
that the average overhead produced for collecting events within and across the over-
lays, scales in line with the graph-theoretic properties of the generated network and
the number of layers. The algorithm and the associated protocol are intended to
be part of a larger system in which previous fault and change detection algorithms
provide basic events. Currently, the algorithm operates on events generated from
other probabilistic algorithms - part of future work is to extend the method to in-
clude a probabilistic model of obtained root-causes or event patterns for improved
robustness.

Overall contribution: The cross-layer protocol is fully distributed and does
not rely on dedicated monitoring stations or centralized collection points. It is
designed to compensate directly for asynchronous timestamps upon aggregation
and dissemination of event information, which reduces the need for centralized
time synchronization in different network environments.

My contribution: I wrote the paper under the supervision of Daniel Gillblad.
I implemented and refined the details of the algorithm and added the compensa-
tion mechanisms for asynchronous timestamps. The experiments and analysis were
performed by Sara Gestrelius under my supervision.

Paper VII: Performance Evaluation of a Distributed and
Probabilistic Network Monitoring Approach

R. Steinert and D. Gillblad, “Performance Evaluation of a Distributed and Pro-
babilistic Network Monitoring Approach”. In Proceedings of the 8th International
Conference on Network and Service Management (CNSM), Las Vegas, NV, USA,
22-26 October, 2012.

Probabilistic and adaptive monitoring algorithms generally offer better perfor-
mance controllability, adaptability and reliability, compared to deterministic moni-
toring methods. However, the differences between the two opposite approaches with
respect to configuration efforts, algorithm performance under varying conditions,
and resource-efficiency, seem not to have been studied. An investigation of these
aspects is needed to gain further understanding of the implications of moving from
deterministic management approaches to a probabilistic management paradigm.
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As a first step, we perform a non-exhaustive investigation of the practical aspects
of employing a probe-based PNM-algorithm for fault detection (based on Paper
III and IV) in comparison with a deterministic network monitoring algorithm.

Experimental results based on synthetically generated and real link measure-
ments, indicate that the PNM-algorithm is more resource-efficient with respect to
the average amount of probing traffic generated in the network. We also see that the
probabilistic algorithm is much more predictive in the performance than the deter-
ministic algorithm, in the sense that the observed false positive rate closely follows
the specified acceptable rate of false positives used to configure the probabilistic
algorithm. The deterministic algorithm may produce fewer false positives than the
probabilistic algorithm given that the configuration exactly matches the conditions
under which it is applied. For a given parameter configuration, the probabilistic
approach is in general more robust to variations in the observed measurements,
which gives a better detection performance compared to when the deterministic
algorithm is used.

Detailed knowledge about the measurement conditions is required in order to
configure the deterministic algorithm for optimal performance. The results indicate
that the potential gains in using the probabilistic algorithm are in the scope of
improved robustness, performance prediction, and resource-efficiency, with less need
for detailed knowledge about the measurement conditions. In a practical setting
these factors may altogether lead to reduced management costs. However, this
is a conjecture based on the study of two specific algorithms - for more conclusive
results, additional comparative studies of other probabilistic algorithms are needed.

Overall contribution: An investigation in some of the practical effects in em-
ploying a PNM-algorithm compared to deterministic probing, with respect to adapt-
ability, performance controllability, resource utilization, and configuration efficiency.

My contribution: I wrote the paper under the supervision of Daniel Gillblad.
I implemented the experimentation framework within which the algorithms were
evaluated. I planned and performed the experiments and analysis of the results.
I extended the algorithm from Paper III with Bayesian overlapping estimators for
loss following a Bernoulli distribution.

Paper VIII: Direct In-Network Localization of Performance
Degradations

R. Steinert and D. Gillblad, “Direct In-Network Localization of Performance Degra-
dations”. Submitted to IEEE Transactions on Network and Systems Management
(TNSM), 2013.

We propose a unicast approach to statistical modeling of link delay and loss on
network paths consisting of active measurement endpoints and passive intermediate
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nodes, for the purpose of direct localization of performance degradations. Com-
pared to other network tomography approaches, the proposed method is designed
without the specific requirements on tree topologies and multicast measurements.
Moreover, many existing algorithms operate under the assumption that all mea-
surements are consistent, but in practice the degree of measurement consistency
depends on the probing strategy and the local network conditions. For these rea-
sons, we propose two models for link delay and one model for loss, and evaluate them
with respect to varying measurement conditions in combination with different prob-
ing strategies. The statistical models are augmented with an adaptive mechanism
based on overlapping estimators, which enables direct localization of performance
degradations. Moreover, we investigate the algorithm performance with respect to
detection and localization of changes to individual links on the monitored path.
The method has been evaluated on synthetically generated measurements under
different simulated measurement conditions and path lengths. The results indicate
that satisfactory detection performance can be achieved in over 80% for all models
applied to a path of 10 hops. We see that the performance can be further improved
by measuring shorter paths and by applying a probing strategy that can maintain
measurement consistency during the probing session.

Overall contribution: A decentralized and adaptive network tomography algo-
rithm for direct localization of performance degradations in estimated link metrics
obtained from successive, incremental measurements. The effect of different mea-
surement conditions is evaluated using two models for link delay and one model
for link loss. Compared to previous work in the area that assume consistent mea-
surements, we investigate the practical effects of different probing strategies under
varying measurement conditions.

My contribution: I wrote the paper under the supervision of Daniel Gillblad. I
implemented the algorithm, and performed the evaluation experiments and analysis
of the method. The second delay model for non-stationary measurement conditions
and the loss model were both added by me. The overlapping parameter estimates
used for all models in the paper are based on Paper IV and VII.

4.2 Other Publications by the Author
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work Service Chaining”. In IEEE Future Networks and Services (SDN4FNS),
Trento, Italy, 11-13 November, 2013.

• P. Murray, A. Sefidcon, R. Steinert, V. Fusenig and J. Carapinha. "Cloud
Networking: An Infrastructure Service Architecture for the Wide Area". In
Future Network and Mobile Summit (FUNEMS), Berlin, Germany, 4-6 July,
2012.
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Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks

The topic of this thesis is probabilistic fault management approaches following the
design goals of scalability, adaptability and reliability defined within the PNM-
paradigm. The presented set of probabilistic fault management algorithms imple-
ments memory-efficient and reusable probabilistic models for multiple purposes such
as fault detection, performance monitoring, and self-adjustment in the algorithm
behavior. The algorithms can operate in a decentralized or distributed manner,
and can adapt models and algorithm behavior to observed data and probabilistic
configuration parameters.

In general, the algorithms are representative examples of the decentralized
PNM-paradigm and contribute to many of the different functions expected from
most fault management systems. However, the development toward a complete
probabilistic fault management system, that fully implements the PNM-concepts
and fulfills the requirements on self-management and high-level configurability in
large-scale networked systems, is not trivial and requires further scientific work.

Important areas to further investigate relate to the dynamics and modeling of
the network behavior and state. With continuously changing network conditions, in
terms of hardware, software, and varying user behavior, it is necessary to carefully
study the statistical properties of each physical and logical aspect of the network,
on both local and network-wide levels. Dependency relationships between the ob-
served network behavior and the network conditions (e.g. available equipment,
tools, usage, etc.) need to be well understood for accurate modeling of network
states. In addition, resource-efficient and scalable methods for passive and active
monitoring that can increase the observability of the network are essential to any
type of modeling. In this respect, currently available monitoring systems or tools
are limited for different reasons - they may not scale (Asgari et al. 2002) or may
only be used under certain measurement conditions in order to provide sufficiently
reliable results (Denby et al. 2007).

The PNM-paradigm offers, among other things, simplified configurability and
performance predictability - two features that are necessary for efficient manage-
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ment of large networked systems. Simplified configuration requires further investi-
gation on how high-level goals or objectives should be expressed for easier under-
standing of the resulting algorithm performance, as more complex probabilistic ex-
pressions quickly may become unintuitive. Increased performance predictability can
be achieved by the use of management algorithms operating more autonomously,
but with the effect of less strict control over various network aspects. There are,
for example, management algorithms that self-adjust the sampling behavior rela-
tive to specifications on model accuracy and information uncertainty (e.g. Cantieni
et al. 2006), but little is known of any potential side-effects on the network state
when several self-adjusting algorithms are operating in the same system. Hence,
another problem area that needs to be investigated relates to the control of pro-
babilistic fault management algorithms that autonomously perform management
actions side-by-side.

Finally - the amount of data generated by the network devices (from e.g. logs,
measurements, audit data, etc.) continues to increase, but in practice relatively
little is analyzed and used as support to network management decisions and func-
tions. Centralized approaches (based on distributed computation techniques) can
be used for analyzing large amounts of data relatively fast - the limitations are
related mainly to timing, but also to the consumption of network resources when
data is streamed for the purpose of centralized analysis. Distributed real-time mon-
itoring approaches based on probabilistic management and machine learning (with
inspiration from big data analytics methods), could in this respect provide more
scalable means to fully exploit monitoring data, which would give better support
to efficient and proactive management decisions within short time-scales.

The PNM-concepts and the requirements on probabilistic fault management
approaches have gradually matured throughout the work of this thesis, and will
continue to be refined with the development of different network technologies and
associated management challenges. The concepts are not restricted only to fault
management as they are applicable to other areas of network management, such
as resource management. Numerous collaborations1 between the telecom industry
and the network research community, confirm the increasing interest in adopting
probabilistic management concepts in practice. This, in combination with the in-
creasing demands on dynamic and flexible network operation (based on virtualized
network functions and programmable infrastructures), indicates the beginning of a
paradigm shift in how networks are managed and where probabilistic management
approaches will play a crucial role.

1See for example:
4WARD http://www.4ward-project.eu/;
SAIL http://www.sail-project.eu/;
UNIVERSELF http://www.univerself-project.eu;
ECODE http://www.ecode-project.eu;
UNIFY http://www.fp7-unify.eu/.
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